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BATTLE NOW
BETWEEN

HELP

room and on the closet doors, so
maid could see upon entering if the
bed had been occupied. The clerk
said it was the custom of the floor
clerk to make written reports of any
:;
thing unusual. ..
James Palsen, manager ot the "Virginian," in which play Duston Farnmm
was starring, A&ii he once rode from
the theater to the Somerset hotel with
Farnum and Mrs. Gould, y hut left
them.
DAUGHTER

f

IAN
CHINAMAN

TO

REFUTE

PLAINTIFF SEEKS,
TESTIMONY OF HUSBANP S
WITNESSES

Washington. June 22. Quite a stir
was caused here today when in pub'
lie statements. United States Senators
Bailey and Daniel repudiated XVilliam
J. Bryan. In the course of his denun
ciation of the thrice candidate for the
presidency, Senator Daniel said: '
"Loud mouthed adulators who think
that whenever Bryan says anything,
it is final, are deceiving no one but
themselves."

New York, June 22. The task of re
butting the evidence that Mrs. Katherine Clemmons Gould jsed bad lan
guage and intoxicants to excess, was
resumed this morning, when more
testimony was produced in the Could
divorce case, to show that Mrs. Gould
was Innocent of the charges.
The FIRE AND FLOOD
case is now a' battle of servants, as
TIE-U- P
R4ILH0AU
MrB. Gould produced many to disprove the evidence of those called by
her husband.
Grand Junction, Colo., June 22.James J. Brennan, the foreman at The Rio Grande railroad tunnel, 20
Castle Gould; said he often saw Mrs. miles east of
here, is" flooded a foot
Gould about the place, but she was
rfver and
r
Grand
the
by
never intoxlcajted. . He 'never heard deep
is
Train
still
service
is
rising.
her use bad language, either. He dis-- j
in both directions and relief
elayed
who
puted Carlson, her coachman,
To add to the
3 not yet In sight.
said when driving with Mrs. Gould, trouble a trestle
over a deep ' gulch
used
the
hand
and
one
he drove with
34 miles east of here
burned last
other to keep her from falling He
and two trains are stalled be
eald Mrs. Gould climbed on to the night
tween the
The crest of the.
brake without difficulty and sat up flood
for many hours
is
not
expected
right, giving no signs of being intoxl and it will
24 hours to build a
require
cated.
j
Frank Bolin, chef at Castle Gould temporary bridge.
in 1903 and 1905, and on board the
NEBRASKA WOMAN DIES
yacht Niagara, said Mrs. Gould always
WHILE HEHE ON A VISIT
in
the
eave him the bills of fare
intoxi
never
saw
her
he
but
morning,
Mrs. Cornelia Phijlip. wife of Fredcated. He said she often gave orders
erick Phillips of Doniphin, Neb., died
for special dishes for Mr. Gould.
the residence o. Mrs. B. Dailey,
;: Arthur Barney, a clerk of the
1201
in
hotel
Eighth street, at 11 o'clock last
Philadelphia,
:
was questioned concerning the system night, aged 55 years.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillips and daughter,
of floor clerks and mirrors in the hotel. Justice Dowling took a hand in Lecna, 14 years of age, stopped off In
Las Vegas, June 10, to visit Mrs. Dai-lethis examination.
arenroute to Artesia, N. M., where
so
are
mirrors
"Is it a fact that
Mrs. E. C. Berger, resides.
a
rooms
in
and
doors
of
on
the
daughter,
ranged
the corridors that the clerk sitting in Mrs. Phillips was taken' ill and con
a regular position can observe any tinually grew worse till the end came.
The body will be shipped to the old
one entering or leaving?" he asked.
The clerk replied in the affirmative. home in Nebraska by J. C. Johnsen &
The witness also said a mirror was Son so soon as word is received from
.
fixed on the inside of the doors of each the daughter at Artesia.
-
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M'CUMBER

FIGHTS TO
RETAIN

DUTY ON HIDES

Washington, June 22. In his plea
for the farmer and in defense of a 15
per cent advalorem dfy on hides,
Senator McCumber, of North Dakota,
'
in the senate today declared there
was no mors striking illustration of
ingratitude to be imagined than that
shown by the manufacturers who
want the finished product protected,
but not the raw hides.
Senator McCumber said if harness,
shoes and leather goods are protected, then the farmer should have the
same protection in the sale of hides.
He said America does not produce
enough hides for home consumption,
and therefore the industry should be
protected until the hide business is
able to take care of itself. '
"The gross Injustice of this demand
for free hides Is all the more start
ling" said the senator, "when we consider that protection advocates who
built up these leather industries now
want the duty removed from hides."
Mr. McCumber stated frankly that
he wanted a 25 per cent duty on hides

and said the American farmer had
been defrauded out of the duty on
calf hides and that now the manufacturers with a lobby seek to destroy
the last vestige of protection.
McLaurin Favors Duty
At the close of Senator McCum- McL-turiSenator
bars remarks,
on
small
a
of
favor
in
duty
spoke
hides. He declared there was no reason why small hides should not be
taxed as high as large ones. He asserted the government lost 116,000,080
last year through a failure to collect
a duty on small hides.
"If I had my way we would put
hides, leather and ehoes on the free
list, but if we put a duty on leather
goods, we must have "a duty on hides."
Senator McLaurin said .that while
there were but $41,000 collected duties on shoes last year, there were
$3,000,000 on hides. He insisted that
congress never intended to tax, only
the larger hides,. but Bald the treasury
department had put that ronstructlon
on this paragraph in the tariff

COMPANION
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'
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BAG TWO

AN HEIRESS WILL WEDs
IN GARDEN OF ROSES

LIONS

In the
Scitnate, Mass., June 22.
midst of eleven acres of, roses,, Miss
Marion Lawson, of Boston, "and James
AND SON KERMIT
WRIGHTS MUST MEET NEW CON F. Lord, ol Chicago, will be married
;
on June 30. The daughter of Thomas
r EACH SLAY A JUNGLE '
DITIONS AT FORT MYER, ;
W. Lawson has planned the ceremony
KING
VIRGINIA ,''.
for - environment is abso
which
lutely unique. One of the features is
a.
MEANS
FORTUNE
place of eleven acres completely ALL IN EXCELLENT HEALTH
SUCCESS
covered with rosea in bloom,- in the
center of which is. an isolated apple
GOVERNMENT IMPOSES MAXIMUM tree and under this the ceremony will MEMBERS OF PARTY, ENCAMPED
IN FAMOUS SOTIL DIS- be performed.
REQUIREMENTS IN COMING
'
TRICT
FLIGHTS

FOR MUR-

'

,'

BANKER

DEEPENS OUTCOME
OF

SLAYER

KNOWING ANYTHING

IS IN

DOUBT

ONE OF" INVENTORS SOMEWHAT
DISTURBED OVER PROBABLE

ABOUT CRIME

RESULT

New York, June 22. The police are
still mystified over the murder of Miss
of
Elsie Sigel, the, granddaughter
General Francis Sigel, although four
Chinamen are under arrest In various
cities suspected ot knowing something
about the crime.
A report? from Schenectady says
that Reginald Sigel, a brother of the
dea girl,, who went there to identity
a Chinaman under arrest, declares the
man held is not William Leon, who is
wanted for the crime.
A Chinaman named Moy, is held in
Chicago,'!! is- - believed to- - kno-- r.
something of the crime, and is held
by the police pending an investigation.
bhung Sin, arrested yesterday in
Amsterdam, N. Y., declares he knows
nothing of the murder.
Ore Suspect Released
Chu Gain, the restaurant keeper arrested in connection with the murder,
said he knew Miss Sigel, and visited
her home on an average of once in
two weeks, but denied that any engagement of marriage existed between
them! He denied he ever made love
to the young woman and said the only display of affection made by the
girl was in her letters. , He said Miss
Sigel often visited his restaurant with
her mother and Mrs. Florence Todd,
also a Chinese mission worker. He
admitted he knew Leon Ling, but denied the relations betwoen them were
anything more than of a formal character. After his examination he was
released on bail of $1,000.
Chung Sin Confesses
Chung S,in, the friend of Leoa Ling,
the suspected murderer of Elsie Sigel,
questioning , this
gave way under
an important
made
and
morning,
statement to District Attorney .Jerome. He was reported first to have
admitted that he saw Ling strangle
the girl, but this is not exactly correct
said the district attorney. He said a
statement would be made shortly, covering the admissions of Chung.
Falls to Identify Suspect
Schenectady, N. Y.. June 22. Reginald Sigel, a brother of Elsie Sigel,
whose body was found in a trunk in a
Chinaman's room in New York, arrived here this morning accompanied by
a detective for the purpose of identifying, if possible, Leon Ling, alias
William Leon, suspected of knowing
something of the murder of the girl.
Sigel declared the man under arrest
was not Leon.

Washington, June 22 Despite the
marvelous records already made by
the Wright brothers with their aero
plane in this country, they will be
compelled to meet new and untried
conditions in the tests to take place
tomorrow at Fort Myer. While passengers jiud fuel for 125 miles have
been carried, this time the passengers and .food for 200 mifeai hav to
be carried and the flights made over
a circuit five miles in lengjth, 'for
two hours over a rough country
heretofore untried. Even an, object
so small as at tree may send a cur- .wt of t;ir and deflect the aero
Ci ville Wright is somewhat
plane.
disturbed over the outcome of the'
tests. If the Wrights succeed in these
the United States government
will buy the airship plans, which will
net thevn a fortune.
The brothers
to dispose
have had opportunities
of thesa abroad, but their patriotism
made them Tefuse, they believing
their own government should have
the first chance to secure the invention.
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FRISCO VOTING ON BOND
ISSUE OF $11,000,000

San Francisco. June 22. Nine propositions for the improvement of the
city were submitted to the votersi today. They provide for a bond issue
of $11,000,000. The principal item in
the Issue is $1 "500,000 for a city hall
and a civic center hall to cost $4,000,-00The total issue will entail an
extra tax levy of ten cents- on every
one hundred dollars.
'

QUIET PERIOD LIKELY
BOSTON

.

ASXS LAND DONATION

FC3 BAPTIST COLLEGE
Special to The Optic.
Delegate An
Washington, June-22- .
drews today introduced a bill In congress, donating 100,000 acres of pub
lic land to Cumberland collepe, a
Baptist institution to be established at
county. New
Cumberland. Chaves
Mexico. The bill provides that the
and select
land shall he
ed by the secretary cf the interior or
his agent).
,

EDITION.

.

ARRESTED

MYSTERY

TRAGIC
LEADERS
REPUDIATE BRYAN

men were angered because, their hus
bands had been promised work and
were turned down at the last moment,
Other, men were given .employment
and this infuriated the women. It is
believed bloodshed will follow if another attempt is. made to work other
-men.
'
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La Granada, Spain, June 22. Queen
DER OF SIGEL GIRL THE
SERVANTS IN
Victoria of Spain .gave birth to a
WRONG LEON
daughter tost night When it was seen
that the accouchement was Immi
BAFFLED
SWEAR BY THEIR MISTRESS nent, members of the royal family POLICE STILL
were called and a number of high
summoned. The
court personagesFOREMAN OF CASTLE AND CHEF birth of a princes' is pleasing, as the DETECTIVES AND OFFICERS ALL.
OVER COUNTRY ON THE
first two children are sons and the
DENY SHE EVER SWORE
king and queen hoped the third would
ALERT
OR DRANK
be a girl.
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-

DIFFICULT

IS BORN

OF

vW

SUSPECT NO

TO QUEEN OF S?AIN
MRS. GOULD CALLS NUMBER

EVIDENCE

In

v
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WOOL MARKET

Boston, June 22. There has been a
sharp falling off in the demand by
manufacturers In the local wool market and a qniet period is anticipated
for the next few days. Prices remain
high and sales continue here of original bag territory wools, including Wy
oming at 2C29 cents; Idaho at 25
28 cents, and Utah at 2426 Cents.

HOSKINS HAS
HANDSOME

;

NEW AUTO

FIND

D. T. Hoskins, cashier of San Miguel
National bank, has joined the Las Vegas auto colony, having just purchased
The
a handsome new touring car.
r
Ford, of
machine Is a
the light touring car type, and is a
handsome buzz wagon. Mr. Hosklns
went to Raton a few days ago and
drove the new car to this city, the
run being made in a few hours. He is
now putting in all his spare time getting next to the Intricate parts of the
y
machine.

GIRAFFES,

ABUNDANCE

CHEETAHS,

ELAND,

TOPI AND OTHER" TROPICAL
BEASTS SLAIN

Naivisha, British East Africa. June
i2. All the members of the Roose
velt expedition are at present fn
camp on the Loletta plains, in the
Sotik district, and in excellent
The former president has
health.
shot another, lion, while a large,"
tawny maned ITon has fallen before
This animal
the rifle of Kermit.
holds the record for size so far of
the expedition, Kermit also killed
two cheetahs. In addition the party
has bagged three giraffes, two eland,
six topi, and a large number of minor antelope. All the skins are being preserved for the Smithsonian Institute 'at Washington. v

.

FUNERAL

GAME IN

OF MANIAC'S
VICTIM HELD TODAY

Moro, N. M., June' 22. (Via Long
Distanca Telephone) Today at feeranch
the
Is
located
bona, near where
of "PaliJo Arrello. 'Who wiuj murdered
yesterday by Epiroenio Arrello, his
nephew, was held the funeral of the JOSE LUCERO SERIOUSLY
A
'M rflDCn IU
DtlKIJIlMAtf
victim, burial being made In the
parish cemetery. Friends ..for miles
Jose Lucero, a well known resident
at the fun
around were present
of the West Bide, came near meet
one
was
of
the
largest
eral, which
ing with a fatal accident yesterday.
ever held In this section of Mora He was
working on the creston west
county,
wnn a sprignuy team , or
uuwu,
There sre no more new develop juj.
horses. The animals became frightEplments iu yesterday's killing.
ened and were about to get away from
menio Arrello, the murderer, is still the
driver, who
the lines and
in jail here under a heavily rirmed held onto them grabbed
till he was . dragged
to
incident
excitement
The
guard."
under the wheels. His left limb was
the murder had subsided somewhat broken and other Injuries of a
painful
'
today.
nature were sustained.
There is no doubt in the minds of
the friends and relatives of the slayer, including his own family, that Ar- ANOTHER SMALL BLAZE
ON ThiE WEST SIDE
rello is hopelessly Insane and was at
the time he' committed the horrible
The roof of an adobe building on
deed. Ho Taves in the jail and does
not seem to realize that he has West Bridge street leading up to the
court house caught fire from a defeckilled his uncle. ,
His heating has not been held, but tive flue shortly before 6 o'clock last
it is. more than likely that he will evening. An alarm was turned In, but
be taken to Las Vegas for an exami it was countermanded before either
nation before Judge W. J. Mills cs to company had had time to respond, as
hla sanity, and if found mentally in- a thoughtful young man of quick accompetent, he will be committed to tion extinguished the blaze with a
bucket or two of water at hand
the territorial asylum.
-

"
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SANTA FE RAILWAY WILL
BUILD

Nt

ROUND

HOUSE

There is every reason to believe diture of between $12,000 and
that before the present year is past,
From this it would seem that the
the Santa Fe Railway company will

$15,-00- 0.

WIZARD

OF RAILROAD
WORLD MUCH ALIVE

Vienna, June 22. E. H. Harrlman,
whose death was rumored in the
United States yesterday, is in good
health. He and party left today for
Semmerlng. a mountain resort. 50
miles from Vienna,
WOMEN TAKE HAND

IX

UE8J

,

SQUAEELE

Washington, Pa., June 22. Armed
with guns, clubs and other weapons, a
score of women here prevented thirty-fiv- e
laborers from working on the
highway near here yesterday. Trom
seven o'clock In the morning until
late at night, the women were on the
watch and stopped every attempt of
the men to work.. The road supervis
or has sent for the state police who
is expected to arrive today. Th? wo

have under construction a commodious new round house in this city, to
gether with a new electric light plant,
both of which will be buUt to increase
the efficiency of the Las Vegas chops.
has been
While nothing official
authorifrom
is
learned
it
out,
given
round
tative sources that the new
house is a necessity. The old build
ing now used to house the engines
here will be razed and a new one of
brick and concrete will be constructed
to cost in the neighborhood of $25,-00for
It will probably have .stalls
'
about thirty engines.
In addition to this, the railway com
pany, will also build a new electric
light plant and power houte at the
shops, putting In one or more dynamos, which will furnish light for the
freight depot and shop offices, the
round house and lower yards. This
plant will entail an additional expen

Santa Fe contemplates the resumption
of a heavy run of traffic on the New
Mexico division of the system in the,
very near future.
BUSINESS, MEN DRINK
TQ QUIET THEIR NERVES

Detroit Mich.. June 22.
Notwithstanding the prohibition wave which
has spread over the country, there is
every reason to believe the alcoholic
habit is steadily on the Increase
among business men, is the belief of
Dr. Frank C. Richardson, of Boston,
who spoke before the Society on Neurology, in connection with the American Institute of homeopathy now in
session here. He declared that business men of America are sutject
to nervous disorders as the result of
their strenuous life and take alcoholic
sfimplants to provide temporary

TUESDAY,

TWO
"

SANTA FE RAILWAY TO TRY

THE RING
COURSE OF THREE

By WHITNEY PAYNE

"

four, the new agent, sat tat his left
Covers were laid for seventy people,
and there were no vacant seats. Among
the several others who responded to
toasts- was Harry W. Kelly of this
city.
L. H. Reike, who te a telegrapher
in the employ of the Colorado &
Southern, at Wateenburg, Colo., was
married to Miss Nellie Perkins of
Trinidad, daughter of a constable in
that city. The marriage ceremony
'
was perfojmed in Raton.
Ray Bockway, a brakeman at Belen,
had a valuable gold watch taken from
him the other night. He had taken
a fellow brakeman to room with him,
whom he believed to be an honorable
man, but after the third night, the
fellow relieved him of his watch and
disappeared.
The American Railway association
has voted to appoint a committee
on electrls working, which ehall be
chosen by the president, F. A. Delano.
The object of the committee
will be tt study the use of electric
ity in tho operation of railways. This
movement te significant of the progress of electricity in displacing the
steam locomotive.'
Jerry Quinn, the passenger cocduc- tor, returned yesterday afternoon from
an extended and protracted eastern
trip, fatter and Jollier than when he
left Las Vegas sixty days ago, fully
satisfied that a y
leave of absence would be amply long enough.
But It wasnt. He made application
for an extension of time and of course
got it Mr. Quinn came back alone.
The new hotel at Lamy is but one
of several new buildings which the
Santa Fe will soon begin along Its
lines in New Mexico during the sum
mer. A Harvey house is now going
up at Belen, the frame building for
merly at Syracuse, Kans., having
been' moved there. Las Cruces is
also to get a new freight and passen
building during the summer, the
ger
RAILROAD NOTES,
business there having so increased
Conductor S. M. Bowen is enjoying as to make new
buildings necessary.
a few days of rest and quiet off the The new
house to be erected
Harvey
load.
at Lamy will be entirely separated
The contract for the new Santa Fe from the station
building and while
depot at Ias Cruces, N. M., has been little is known definitely of the
plans
awarded to a Topeka contractor at as yet, !t is known
that the build$9,000.
is to be almost entirely of
Conductor J. W. Wells and Engi ing
adobe and that it is. to follow the
neers Nelson and Qulgley piloted en
lines of the adobe architecture of
gines 354, a'nd 437 down the line yes New
Mexico, built around a placita,
terday.
and with1 deep, cool verandas. It is
Brakeman J. Bryant, of Conductor
understood that iaany of the more
N. H. Cramerta crew on a local
"
attractive features of the native arfreight train, returned last evening chitecture are to be
adapted to the
from a trip to Trinidad.
and that it will be entirely
building
Conductor Prltchett, who had been
unique.
running a passenger train pretty
steadily of late, is now taking life
easy at home, letting the world wag 08. OLN'ET WON

The Santa Fe is preparing to Bend
out illustrated lecturers through the
east, for the purpose of interesting
people more than ever in southern
California. The plan is completely
eet out In the following letter to Gen
eral Agent W. R. Dowler, of San Ber
nardino, from Assistant Passenger
Traffic Manager Byrne's office at Los
Angeles:
"Our people In the east plan to in
augurate a stereopticon lecture cam
paign by August 1, devoted entirely
to California, taking in the San Joaquin valley and southern California.
"In order to get a good selection of
slides, all of which will be colored,
the assistance of commercial organizations will be required; they to fur
nish pictures from which we will
have slides made end colored. A3 the
'
lecture is largely In the Interests of
promoting immigration to California,
the subjects should be largely of farm
and orchard scenes. Think we should
show vacant lands, vineyards, crops
on trees end vines; also scenes while
the crop la being cared for, and one
or two views of the town, schools,
churches, homes' and some of the
;
I
parks.
"This should prove very effective
mean
advertising, and, while
considerable expense to our company,
will at the same time be of great
benefit to California. Will you please
get together fifteen or twenty pictures as above at the earliest possible
date as we must have them in Chicago by June 30, as considerable time
will be required to have slides colored and made."
Why should the Santa Fe discriminate In favor of California? Why not
Include New Mexico and Arizona Id
these lectures? These two territories are rapidly coming to the front
and have Just as much, if not more to
Interest the Investor and the home-seeke-

'

'

,

ll

30-da-

r.

as It

will.

Irvin Earrett, chief clerk to General
Superintendent I. L. Hibbard of the
Santa Fa coast lines, Arrived in Albuquerque to await the arrival of
Mr. Hibbard from the west.
The Santa Fe sold 647 excursion
tickets from Albuquerque to Santa Fe
last Sunday on the occasion of a
game of baseball that was interesting,
exciting and closely matched.
Nick Dillon, a Santa Fe telegraph
operator at RIbera station, made a
quick trip to Las Vegas yesterday,
y
; returning to the
station
on No. i yesterday afternoon.
Engineer Thos. Bowen will be lonely
,
enough to be at work all the time,
now that Mrs. Bowen and her chil
dren have gone to Weston, Neb., on
a visit of several weeks' duration.
Charles Stuart, trainmen's timekeeper In the division superintendent's office here, has returned to his
desk from the La Junta hospital,
medical
where he had undergone
down-countr-

'
treatment.
The Santa Fe company is Installing
a new air compressor In the Raton

"

shops. The new compressor will have
several times the capacity of the old
one, which will be taken out on its
.
completion.
Santa, Fe agent Parrish at Springer,. N. M., went east last Sunday for
a thirty days' vacation. C. A. Rath-buJr, of Denver, is the relief, and
with his wife and child has arrived
In Springer.
S. A. Connell, bonus clerk at the
Clovls shops of the Santa Fe, who ar- rived here from that place Sunday,
Intended spending a week with family and friends, but he was called back
by wire yesterday. He will leave for
Clovls tomorrow.
The farewell banquet to T. E. Pur-dwho retires as agent for the Santa
Fe in Albuquerque at the Alvarado,
Saturday evening, was well attended,
and the banqueters ate, drank and
told stories until a late hour. Col. R.
E. Twitchell of Las Vegas, was
Mr. Purdy occupied the seat
of honor at his right and William Bal
n,

1

toast-maste-

r.

IMPORTANT VICTORY
Dr. F. E. Olney, the retiring presi
dent of the New Mexico Dental society, who last week attended the annual meeting of the society in Albuquerque, has returned home. Las
Vegans should know that in securing
the next meeting of this important
organization for this city, Dr. Olney
won a most important victory, as several other New Mexico towns, Roswell
In particular, made a hard
fight to
land next year's convention of the
dentists.
The New Mexico Board of Dental
Examiners holds its, meeting several
days previous to the annual session
of the association, hence besides the
dentists, who gather for clinic work
and instruction, there .is always a
large number of applicants for licenses, who appear for examination.
About fifty dentists attended the
meeting at Albuquerque last week,
and Dr. 'Olney believes that next year
this number will be increased, probably reaching one hundred. Hence the
importance of the meeting to this city
can be gauged.
The following officers of the society were elected for the ensuing year
at the Albuquerque meeting: Dr. Edmund J. Alger of Albuquerque, president; Dr. (Jhauncey M. Rathbun of
Roswell, first vice president; Dr. "L.
E. Ervin of Carlsbad, second vice
president; Dr. C. A. Eller of Albuquerque, secretary and treasurer.
If truth came as easy as falsehoods
there would be more of it floating
around.

A LIBERAL OFFER.
We are established rijht here where yon
live. Now, it stands to reason we would
not dare make the claim that Rexall " 03 "
Hair Tonic will cure dandruff, grow hair
and prevent baldness, except we are positive it will do so. We ask you to try this
remedy on our guarantee. Your money
back if not satisfied. Two sues, 50c and
,

ioo.

E. G. Murphey, The Rexall Store.

22,

1909
:
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ILLUSTRATED LECTURE

JUNE

(Copyright, by Dally Story Pub. Co.)
Clark street, Chicago, is to the pan-

handlers of the country what Fifth
avenue is to the aristocracy. Clark
street's beer halls and rooming Joints
are the common meeting ground of
the common goal of ail the
under element when approaching win
ter makes the great blue canopy an
insufficient bed covering. Here they
congregate; the man who was and the
man who never was and never cares
to be.
One raw, snowy night last winter I
was hurrying up Clark street, head
bent to the Wind, my thoughts cen
tered on a forthcoming warm fireside
and book, ly thoughts were dispersed by a sudden hurried tapping on
my shoulder; I turned to find a creature miserably clad, one blue, knotted
hand "clutching his ragged" coat together at the throat, looking at me
with eyes such as I had never seen
before; hectic, gleaming, shifting eyes
which held me fast
"For God's sake, sir, give me the
price of a bowl of soup; it's a bad
night to be hungry, sir," he muttered
his teeth chattering, his body trem
bling convulsively from the cold. I
reached in my pocket for a coin, but
something in those gleaming eyes
held me.
"If you are hungry come with me," I
said, and started across the street to
restaurant and lunch
an
counter. He followed me silently as
I crossed and entered the place,
stumbled into the chair opposite me at
the rough little table. What he told
me that night as we ate in that dingy
little restaurant I tell to you now, but
without the pauses and wanderings of
speech, the nervous twitching of hands
and head; without the shifting, hectic
gleam of those eyes to sear, the story
Into your brain as it is in mine.
"It is a bad night sir thank you
yes, it Is true had you given me a
quarter I would have spent It for
whisky. It has been a long time, sir,
since I have eaten at a table a long
time longer than is good for a man
to live the way I have. Good God,
sir, how the snow blows outside. It
was a night like this the last time
till now that I have eaten at table
that the Ring of Three had Its last
He! he! he! the Ring of
meeting.
Three poor old Duckle was" stabbed
by a nigger down south poor, fat, old
Duckle always ate butter on his pie.
The Ring of Three? I've forgotten
much of it, sir whisky and tramping
the streets makes a man forget. I try
to figure out sometimes, sir, just when
it all happened, but It's hard to kep
things past straight. It must have
been a long time ago, ten, maybe 20,
years, fof it was before I was in prison
in 'Frisco prison God, sir, rfl& filth
and crawling things the festering
sores the men there they weren't
men, they were what I am now. Yes,
it must have been a long time ago, because Duckle was alive then. Duckle
wasn't dead at the Ring of Three.
Duckle was president he ordered the
smoke and got the iron ready. I'm
trying to think, sir. Yes, there was
Duckie and Joe and me and Him. I
won't tell His name. Maybe I have
forgotten it, maybe I haven't; I don't
know. I've forgotten what He did to
Joe, but Duckle Duckle could drink a
pint without stopping oh, yes. He,
lied at some trial and sent Duckie to
prison for ten years ten years of filth
and crawling things, sir; but Duckie
never forgot not Duckie. I've
n
where Duckle met Joe, but He
had ruined both of them and they
were waiting to settle with him. Me?
What did He do to me? Ha! Way
back there in the past, sir, there was
a young college professor married to
a girl he loved more than his life. He
had little money but a great love a
woman needs money before love this
one did and He, sir, He took her
away from that young professor
trom me. He, rich, successful, my
friend, a lawyer of note, came to my
house and took her away In the dark
of night. It was not well for Him, sir,
that Duckle and Joe met me. For a
long time after she left me I forgot
Someway I recall being in 'Frisco. All
night I smoked the dope In a musty little cellar ia Jackson street After my
second pipe I used to dream of a man
who had stolen another man's wife.
Perhaps I talked out loud; perhaps I
laughed; perhaps I cried. Who knows?
I had money the smoke was good I
forgot I always saw as I went into
Tlen's tL fat, greasy little chink, Tien,
but he sold the best smoke In 'Frisco,
and that's why I went, for good smoke
makes you forget, and you aren't so
sick after. Oh, yes, I always saw a
fat little man in a lower berth as I
went into Tlen's that Waa Duckie.
Smoke never hurt Duckie. Funny, too,
cause it usually goes hard 'with fat
men; but Duckie r took six of seven
pipes every evening, Duckie did. One
evening, I remember it was raining
and I was cold, Duckle and another
man that was Joe never liked Joe
much, but be bated Him so we were
pals. Joe eould sing, too, only he sang
bad songs about yes, yes, Duckie and
Joe and I were away from Tien's over '
in some basement the next I remember, drinking bad whisky red it was,
yellow whisky is the best and then
Duckle told me they had heard me
talking in my smoke about Him, and
then well, next we were all shaking
hands and Duckle was saying:
"The Ring of Three may we meet '
Him on earth and in hell."
Then I went to Tien's early one day
I was smoking five pipes then and
after my first pipe it all came to me.
N

'

all-nig-
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what Duckie had said. He had ruined
U1 three of us and we were banded
together to settle with him. Queer.
sir, how a pipe of good smoke makes'
everything easy and clear. It was
good, sir, to lie in Tien's, always nice
and warm, and dream of settling up
with Him. I cold always plan a way
to settle with Him, but in the morning
when I woke up I had forgotten the
smoke makes it hard to remember.
One night a cold, snowy night like
this, sir, Duckle and Joe and I were
eating in a restaurant we didn't eat
much whisky and the smoke save a
lot of eating and we were talking ot
Him. We don't want to kill Him;
we can't get His money away, so we've
got to do something that will remind
Him of us every day he lives we've
got to make Him a marked man,' said
Duckle, and then the Idea came to me.
I told it quick before I forgot it. I
guess I didn't tell it the way I thought
it, but Duckie got the idea he was
clever vthat way, Duckle was. I remember oiice yes, Duckle repeated It
all after me and it sounded just the
way I had thought it clever man,
Duckie a nigger stuck him in well,
sir, Duckie had two irons made somebody had them made yes, it must
have been Duckle and then it must
have been two or maybe five years
from then till the end that the Ring of
Three had prepared for Him came.
Duckie wouldn't let me take the smoke
much all that time he said we all had
to be in at the finish. We followed
Him from from well, I forget where,
but we saw two oceans and a hundred cities, but I never found any
smoke as good as' Tien's but we never
could get Him. He" traveled in fast
trains with his money, and we poor
old Duckie and George and
the rods and walked. We followed
Him back to 'Frisco, where we started
from. Tien was dead and his place
was full of women. I never went there
again poor old Tien and there in
'Frisco, sir, we rented an old house
out of town, for Duckie said we would
get Him sure. We got Him. He! he!
he! we got Him. Every night Duckie
would hang around His club waiting
for Him to come out alone, and every
night Joe and I would stay in the dark
old heuse smoking the black smoke
waiting,, but Duckle would always
come alone. Then we would cool the
Iron. I smoked eight pipes then be
fore I slept One night Duckie went
out and came back late, very late, with
Him. He was drunk and thought that
Duckle was bringing. Him home.
Home! Ha! ha! Well, Duckle was
bringing Him home the home the
Ring of Three had prepared for Him.
And when I heard his voice, sir, God,
I thought my heart would burst the
black smoke is bad for the heart they
say that's how old Tien yes, and
Duckie led Him into the back room
and we lifted Him onto a table and
ine--ro- de

All Who
Would Enjoy

strapped His arms and legs down tight
very tight we strapped Him. Duckle
had tended to that. Duckie hadn t forgotten those crawling, filthy years in
prison. Duckie hadn't forgot, so he
fixed the straps tight His head was good health, with its blessings, must
strapped down tight, too. Then Duckauite clearly, that it involves the
ie took the iron from me my hands
of
right living with all the term
were trembling so I couldn't hold it question
knowledge of what
steady and held it over the gas Jet implies. With proper
of enjoy
a
recreation,
of
was
only
for hours or, maybe, it
is best, each hour
few minutes, but it seemed longer than ment, of contemplation and of effort may
any time I can remember. Then when be made to contribute to living aright.
it was white hot it hissed when
medicines may be disDuckle spit on it he gave it to Joe Then the use of
orto hold he never let me do anything pensed with to advantage, but under
and went over and waked Him up. dinary conditions in many instances a
When He tried to get up and found He
wholesome remedy may be invalu-ah- le
couldn't I laughed and rolled on the simple,
if taken at the proper time and the
He couldn't get up we had
floor.
is
Him good old Duckie and Joe and I California Fig Syrup Co. holds that it
had him. Duckie gagged His mouth. alike important to present the subject
Then he reminded Him who we were truthfully and to supply the one penec
reminded Him of how He had taken
laxative to those desiring it.
my wife and then deserted her; reof
Consequently, the Company's Syrup
minded Him that He stole ten years
of Duckle's life; reminded Him that Vim ind Elixir of Senna gives general
He started Joe to hell. You have satisfaction. To get its beneficial effects
stepped on a worm, sir, and seen it ly
the genuine, manufactured by the
ing there all pink and wiggly that's buy
and for sate
how He looked all pink and crawling. California Fig Syrup Co. only,
laid
it
all
and
Duckie
the
iron
took
druggists.
Then
leading
by
on his forehead then I remember a
scream God, sir, that scream walks
Stomach Troubles.
the streets with me nights and a
smell of frying flesh. Then Duckie
Many remarkable cures of stomach,
.fAfi(aJ Viw nVio
and Joe and I were standing beside .irouDiea 1nave uwu cuci-icHim as He lay there all quiet, and a berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
circle about as big round as a quarter One
man who had spent over two
lines Inside it
with three
dollars for medicine and
thousand
on
His forehead and Duckle
seared
a few boxes
was cured
treatment
and I were laughing and Joe was sing- nt thPRA ruhleta. Priceby25 cents. Sam
ing one of his bad songs well, the
free at all drug stores
Ring of Three' had done its work and ples
I was glad, because then Duckie would
let me take all the smoke I wanted.
It is sad but true that business
Well, good old Duckie is gone and Joe never seems to be very dull with the
Is gone nobody to smoke with now
undertakers.
but then the smoke is poor now they
in
it Yes, He lived Duckle
,put bran
A Vital Point
wrote a letter to His folks and they
The most delicate part of a baby Is
found Him next day with the mark
of us the Ring of Three on Him. I its bowels;
Every aliment that it
guess they never understood, but He suffers with attacks the bowels, also
did. No, He killed himself long ago
endangering in most cases the life of
Just after Duckie was stabbed. Yes, the infant. McGee's Baby Elixir cures
we had better be going thank, you, sir, diarrhoea, dysentary, and all derangeit will more than buy a bed for many ments of the stomach or bowels. Sold
days. Ugh! it's cold. Duckle's warm by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
Ha! ha! Good old Duckie was
stabbed in the back by a black wench.
A whole lot of valuable time Is
Good night, sir. Thank you for the
wasted
in arguments that end in noth
dinner and the money. Good

t
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night"

Sore Nipples
who has had experience
mother
Any
with this distressing ailment will be
pleased to know that a cure may be
effected by applying Chamberlain's
Salve as soon aB the child is done nursing. Wipe it off with a soft cloth before allowing the babe to nurse. Many
trained nurses use this salve with
best results. For sale by all 'dealers
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Many weak, nervous women have
to health by Foley's
Kidney Remedy, as it stimulates the
kidneys so they will eliminate the
waste matter from the blood. Impurities depress the nerves, causing
nervous exhaustion and other all- -'
ments. Commence today and yon
will soon be well; Pleasant to take.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
been restored

Co.
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Starts the second week of our 10th Semi - Annual

c learaiice Sale

While a great many of the advertised items have been closed
out, we have replaced them with just as good, or better, bargains
as the original. We are prepared for our

Second Week's Selling
in
attractive list of

with an unusually
bargains every department.
to
Purchases made during the Sale will SAVE YOU
usual
the
of
price.
ONE-THIR-

ONE-HAL- F

,

Ladies
Suits
our sales in this
While

Millinery
All of our trimmed
de-

partment during the past
week have been very satisfactory, we still have a few
very desirable Suits, worth
$22.50 to 27.50 at. ... $15.00
Another lot of Suits, in
good desirable colors, worth
from f 15.00 to
$9.98
$20.00, for

.... ......

One piece wash dresses in
Princess Styles, nicely
d
with. Val Lace and tucks,
all colors, $7.50 to
$5.18
$15.00, up from
trim-.me-

--

D

hats

must be sold.

Men's
Furnishings
One lot
Men's

These are all
"Undernew desirable shapes of good wear, broken lots
and remquality neatly and tastefully nants fiom last week's selltrimmed and are marked for ing, both ribbed and balbrig-gaworth up to $2.25 per
the sale at about

jf

n,

suit, for...

Half Price

$1,25

Monarch Shirts, in light
Don't forget the ' liberal and dark patterns, detached
cuffs, $1.25 grade, for
98c
price reductions in our
WASH GOODS DEP'T.
50c String ,bow ties, in a
35c
All Spring goods in the best variety of colors, at
colorings and patterns, worth
Men's plain and fancy sox,
all colors, excellent values
up to 50c at a saving of
to
37c
50candrj5c, for only
one-four- th

one-thir-

d.

All Hour Specials
will be continued
of the Sale at

every day
previous announcement.

the hours specified m
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SCOOTING AFFRAY AT
TRINIDAD BALL GAME

give thla letter publicity and Invite
all who are interested to send their
names to Mr. H. B. Henlng, Secretary of the Bureau; bf Immigration,
Albuqueraue, N. iM., who will see
that each one Is personally supplied
with information - aa to Inates and)
accommodations.
4
"Yours very truly,
"W. S. HOPEWELL
.
'
"Chairman."

NEW MEXICO NEWS

was ' shot
Juan Isidor Gonzales
through tbe arm and Bide at Springer
Saturday night by Alberto Valdez at
the resort of Mme. Commodore Valdez. Valdez is in jail. The bullet
lodged in the fleshy part of the back.
He will likely recover.
A very- pretty wedding was performed at Gallup last week when Rev.
Fletcher Cook of Albuquerque, united
in marriage Thomas P. Talle, sheriff
of McKinley county, and Miss Elizabeth Beard Pinney, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Pinney. The groom
was attended by Edward M. Keenan
of Springer, N. M., and the bride was
attended by her sister, Mrs. C. E, Tyler of Mot encl, Ariz.
The Union County Teachers' Institute will meet in the Clayton high
school building,
Monday,
August
to ;be the
16th, and promises
most interesting) cession of that Important body In the hUtory of the
H. Hofer,
Prof. Joseph
county.
professor of psychology and history
of education' in the Normal University of Las Vegas, will be
Mrs. L.
Instructor, assisted
by
H. Northrup, a primary instructor of
many years' experience.
States
Prank Wise, the United
navy deserter who was arrested at Tucumcari on the charge of stealing beer
about two months ago and then redie.
vealed his identity as a deserter, was
(Contributed)
It is safe to say that the sermon taken back to Sin Francisco last week
FARMER KILLED BY
lecture, "In Darkest Africa," delivered and returned to the navy, authorities.
by Rev. Van Valkenburgh, Sunday ev Wise deserted over a year ago and
BOLT OF LIGHTNING ening, wa3 greatly enjoyed by the had almost been given up by the fedi.
large audience which crowded the au eral authorities until he told who he
M. E. church to its was at Tucumcari to keep from being
Tucumcari, N. M, June 22. Un ditorium of tHe
utmost
kept in the Quay county Jail for his
im
capacity.
mindfal and unsuspectful that any
Is
as
Africa
large as North and misdemeanor. Wise was accompanmediate danger was upon him, the
America
combined
South
and has a ied to San Francisco by Sheriff Ward
livlife of John M. Boyce, a farmer
of
of which of Quay county.
200,000,000,
population
this
Ing a few miles from Montoya,
heard
have
100,000,000
the story of Facts were brought out at the in
, eounty, waa whiffed out like the exJesus
Between
Christ
the Niger quest held over the body of S. N. San
tinguishing of a candle, when his
a
and
Nubia
river
there
is
crusad"skull
population ders, who was run over by a train
his
and
broken
neck wm
of 60,000,000, in the midst of which near Manzanola, Colo., last week,
ed by a lightning stroke.
no Christian missionary has ever which lead officers to believe he was
Boyce was driving borne from the
been.
robbed and murdered and his body
overtaken
was
by
when
he
station
the storm, whicli seemed to be not As we study' 'Africa and think of the thrown ujron the railroad track to di-22
erioua eince most of the lightning superstition, degradation, ignorance vert suspicion. Sanders, who wag
was In the distance and the thun- and vice that exist In that benighted years old, recently took up a claim
ders were only faint. It was near-lu- g country we cannot help but think that near Logan, Quay county, and had put
in- In a crop.
He then started north to
dark, and the man anxiou3 to if Christianity had gone Fouthwafd
as a cowboy. He
of
our
seek
stead
country
today
not
westward,
employment
get home to his wife, thought
to put uk on the wayside but pre- might be in Africa's condition Instead had with, him when he left home $40
ferred rather to breast the sform of having behind it generations of in cash, a $50 saddle and other valuaand reach home as early as possi- culture and refinement. Mention was bles, none of which "was on the body
made of, the Kimberly mines which when found.
ble.
are
the largest diamond mines In the The contract for furnishing ma
stroke
when
the
was
alone
Boyce
and which yield on an average terial and constructing the (sewerworld
came, which la considered fortunate,
worth of diamonds weakly. age system, extending
$450,000
the water
volume
such
one
was
of
since it
that Wh the mules he was driving View were given showing the na system and equipping the electric
of the city of Clovls, has
were killed and bis wagon mashed tives in the lowest state of civiliza system
to a-- wreck-- . He was found a short tion, and the result in their lives of been let. Marshall Brothers, of Las
time after the accident and taken Christian' education and training The Animas county, Colo., offered to furand construct the
back o town, where he was buried principal schools in this portion of nish material
Africa are the Congregational school sewerage system for $29,263, and
the next day.
in the Natal district and the M. E. were awarded the contract.The
school in the Inhambane
district. Mathews Construction company, of
SPECIAL TRAIM TO
Prom these schools numbers of native Kansas City, Mo., was awarded the
workers go forth to tell the Cospel contract for the construction of the
SPOKANE CONGRESS story to their own people. Practically electric
light system, and the ex
bad been done In the way of tension of the water system of the
nothing
'
Arrangements have been made for Christianizing Africa until 1838 when city for the sum of $55,000.
the running of a special train from David Livingston started on his jourJames Howe died at his home in
Alhnmiarnue to Sookane. Wash., in ney through this continent. In speak
Raton,
Saturday last after a long Ill
Mexico
August, to carry
The deceased was born In
ing of his work, he said something to ness-delegation who will attend the Sev this effect: "You talk about sacrifices Kentucky In 1847, being aged 62
Con
enteenth National Irrigation
for Africa. I made no sacrifice. It years. He came to New Mexico in
gress In that city. Col. W. S. Hope ia no sacrifice for a man to do what 1878 and settled at El Moro. He af
well, of Albuquerque, is chairman of he knows Is right. I do not want to terwards lived at Springer, Wagon
a committee appointed by Governor be pitied. It Is no sacrifice."
Mound and Raton. He was city marCurry to arrange for a big deleshal at Raton In the early years
gation of boosters to this congress
several times, and was also at one
end the following letter from him
time a deputy United States marshal,
will be of interest to tho3e who deHe made numerous arrests of daring
'
sire information regarding the dedesperadoes In this part of the coun
tails of the trip:
He served in the civil war from
try.
GEORGIA
"As chairman of the committee aphe bore an honorable discharge.
which
pointed by Governor Curry to assist
A widow and family of grown children
In' securing adequate representation
survive.
for New Mexico at the Seventeenth
Near Quay, Quay county, a few
National Irrigation Congress at SpoAiv 1 17, 1M.
O.
Rodin,
announce
ago, during a thunder etorm,
to
days
wish
I
In
kane
August,
Knots. B. a OiWrrr A
a sudden giust of wind demolished a
that plans have been formed "for
111.
barn" ori the farm of Charles
(H lmnr
Tunning a special train of Pullman
In ia97lhddiseandrthlttoiMah
end badly wrecked Site
and bowaU. Some physicians tola mtt ma
cars from Albuquerque ; to Spokane
Piwwwla. tern Gaiitu.ii ption
Umf,
dwelling. The family was fortunate
to carry the New Mexico delegation.
turn MM oorwim ption of th BowtU. out
ntS Sprmj,
d would sot Hi
i
In
phnidui
become
to
making their escape to the storm
invited
"Ladles are
nd for four tone run I ill Hod on mum
bolted milk, (odk buovct, dootorr
for there la no doubt bu,t that
cellar,
members of this party and it is hoped
tiont and DnMctia ramodlM thai flood
would
have fceen . killed had
ho
I
not
could
dinot anyttunf
they
mark.
to have a party of not less than
Fat, and la Om Spr- -c 1801 1 plokod m
In the house, eince
remained
is
prothey
It
amaolasM
and
Almanaoi
noof
as
a
hundred
pcov
one
fifty.
your
Drtpoptta wrack wul pas p at anythuif, aaa
It was unroofed and a portion of
to
first
Spotrain
this
run
H!
to
Aimanaa
b
to
ssvac.
in
that
posed
bsppsiiad
I bouh a flftr oontbottl of IIODOL DYSthe stone walls demolished. Two of
kane for the irrigation congress,
PASIA CURB andthbmtctj nettnd
Mr. Satterwlte's mules and a cow
from that bottlt ALL TH& GOLD W
if
to
desired,
Seattle,
then probably
GBORQIA GOULD NOT BUT. I k.pt on
were
killed In the barn which wa
Alaska-Yuko- n
exposition.
taktnf H and In two months I want back to
for the
work, as a machinist, and In thras months
to epllnters. Another house
twisted
and
break
will
riy
train
np
wall and hearty. I still um a Uttla oo
There the
caiionallr as I find tt a fins blood purifiar
In the neighborhood was whirled off
members of the party may use their
and a rood tonla
its foundation.
Mar you llv tone and prespsr.
return ticket over any route desired.
Yours rary truly,
,
New
C.
CORNELL.
that
N.
The board of trustees of the Miis
important
vitally
It
ners' hoppital at Raton, of (which
Mexico have a large representation
CONFORMS TO NATIONAL
Clt
Clerk Charles Tamme of Las
at the Spokane congress.
FUSE
FOOD AND DSUG LAW
"This special train will not only
Vegas Is a member, met last Satins
day and voted on fthe proposition
give us that representation but It
of building a large addition to the
will give many of our people who
This is only a sample of
Intend to visit the northwest during
already large and beautiful hoiwe.
an
The vote was in favor of the addiopportunity
the great good that Is
the exposition period
anl the contract for building
to do so at a minimum of expense
tion,
daily done everywhere by
the same awarded to Messrs. Hays
and undsr most pleasant conditions.
& Sperry of
Rafbn, the contract
"We will be 1n a position to announce the round trip rate per pasbeing for $9,000. Work la to be be
gun on the structure at once and
senger, date of leaving, etc., within
about ter days. In the meantime it
completed In four or five months.
This institution, of which Mrs. J.
is Important that we know the name
van Houten ia the president and A.
of everyone interested in becoming
.Sold by Schaeferi Pharmacy and R. Strelcher Is th .secretary, has
a member of the party.
grown, very rapidly In the number
"To this end we request tfrat you Winter's Drug Store.
Three men. and a boy were shot,
one thought fatally, at Midway, a coal
amp near the Colorado-NeMexico,
line, 35 miles north of Trinidad, Sunday afternoon. The shooting was
.done by Andy Hodge, who la shift
3kss of the mine at the camp,
About 2 o'clock in the afternoon, HURT PLAYING
BALL;
,
Hodge and Joe Valdez had trouble,
DIES FROM INJURIES
the nature of which cannot be learn-eJune 22.
Montoya, N.
Morris
It is said Hodge was hit on the Dlsmukes, the M.,
old son of W.
lead with a pop bottle either by Val- S, Dlsmukes of this
place, died at his
dez or one of his friends.
home hero a few days ago after suf
A short time later the men met on
fering for three days with Internal inthe ball grounds, where Rouse and the
sustained by being struck in
juries
Midway mine teams were
playing. the stomach with a baseball.
and fired at
Hodge drew a
The injuries were not considered
"Valdez, the bullet grazing the tetter's serious at first and
although tha boy
chest.
Hodge continued shooting, complained of soreness, he did not
and one ot the "bullets fired into the take to his bed until nhnnf 24 hour a
crowa strucK m iavis m ine SHtDef)re aeatn.
land. Juan Cuney, who was sitting When he became
suddenly worse,
n a horse, was shot
through ..the physicians were eummoned and it was
a
and
Cede
Punsky,
right lung,,
found that his case was so serious
old boy, was shot; through the
that Dr. Thompson of Tucumcari was
lobe of one ear after a bullet had called in consultation. The
boy died,
grazed his face.
however, before the doctor retched
After the wounded men had been Montoya.
'cared for and Hodge placed under arrest the
people returned
and the ball game was continued end
EPWORTH LEAGUE NOTES.
ing In a victory for Midway by a
score of 9 to 8. Coney, the man shot
through the lung. It Is thought will
,
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for Dyspepsia.

of its patients, the amount of work
that it has done, and its Importance
to Raton and a large section surrounding. Starting with practically
;
no patients at all, the calls upon It
have greatly increased and the needs
grown, so that from time to time
the necessity has been for addition
to its capacity and accommodations.
Last year a large kitchen was built
on, and now the growth of the institution is so' great as to. call for
a $9,000 addition to be erected at

BIG REDUCTION
ON

Ebber Tire Vehicles
M We have a good var iefy

of Rubber
dlTire Buggies and Surreys which
we are offering at a bargain.

once."

The Clayton section has been visited by a rain every day for the
past ten days and in consequence
the country looks fine. Corn Is up
six and eight inches, several fields
of wheat will be ready for harvest
by the first of July, oats are knee
high and garden truck doing fine.
The hail last week did damage to
some sections but the greater part
of th country escaped. Monday of
last week the peculiar maneuvers
of the clouds caused Considerable
excltemt-nt- ,
in fact a cyclone or
water spout or some sort of monster
formed in the clouds Just northeast
of Clayton and writhed Its sinuous
lougith of several miles to the northwest, but as it Tailed to reach the
earth at ny point, no damage was
the Inspiring sight
done, while
was a most graphic reason In
physical geography to the onlookers.
Caledon Olguin, arrested ten days
ago by Fred Fornoff,. captain of the
New Mexico mounted police, on a
charge of having tampered with the
Jury which was sitting in the case
of the Teiritory vs. R. H. Pierce,
deposed bead of the New Mexico
Institute for the Blind at Alamogor- dp, was tried before Judge Ira A.
bott, at Albuquerque, Saturday. Ol
guin was found guilty of contempt
of court in making Improper ad
vances towards James Cummins, one
of the Jurors, and sentenced to sixty
days in the Bernalillo county Jail
as punishment for the offense. In
the - court de4
passing sentence
clared that the offense against
Olguin was a most serious
one
and; that he believed that the offender ishould be given a jail sentence
as an example to bailiffs or other
persons who may havei charge of
jurors in the future.
Olguin broke
down and cried when sentence was
passed upon him.

LOOK THEM OVER
'

;

In Our

;

REPOSITORY

Charles

Ilf eld Co.

THE PLAZA

....

Try our Yankee Coal

No soot and

2Q0Q POUNDS TO

little ash

Tim TON.

Everything in the building
A complete stock of wall paper.

price- s-

line-Lo- west

PHONE MAIN 56

C00E8 LUMBER CO.
GRO

SHELLY

mml CO

( Incorporated)

WHOLESALE MERCHANTS

'

andDoaiormln

i

WOOL. HIDES

and PELTS

Homo at
Caat lam Vagau, N.M., Albuquontiuo, H. Mm, Tuoumoarl,
N. M., Pooo, H. M.t Logan, Mm M., Trinidad, Colorado

$100 Reward, $100
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all Ita stages, and
that is catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity.. Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, require
a constitutional treatment. Hall's Ca
tarrh Cure ia taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucuoua
surface of the system, thereby de
stroying the foundation of the disease.
and giving the patient, strength by
building up the constitution and assist
ing nature in doing Its work. The pro
prietors have so much faith in Its cur
ative powers that they offer one hun
dred dollars for any case that it fails
to cure. Send for ,11st of testlmonals.
Address F. J. Cheney Sc. Co., Toledo,
Ohio. Sold by druggists, 75c. Take
Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

If the lone man of a large family
were only a mouse he could make
the women folks step around quite
lively.

I

BAIN WAGONS, tho Dost Farm Wagon mado.
RACINE- - SATTLEY CO., Vohlclea
NAVAJO BLANKETS

.

Retail Prices:

j.ooo lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
1,000 lbs., to 3,000 (bs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs

50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.

PURA COMPANY

AQUA

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
purity and lasting' qualities of 'which have made Las Vegas
famous. Office: 701 Douglas avenue.
,
;

'

Browne & Ilauzanarcs do.

.

WHO ARE SICKLY.
Mothers who value their own com

CHILDREN

fort and the welfare of their children
should never be without a. box of
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, for use throughout the sea
son. They break tip colds, cure fevertonnes, constipation, teething disor
ders, headache and stomach troubles.
These powders never fall. Sold by
all drug stores, 25c. Don't accept
"
any substitute. A trial package will
be sent free to any mother who will
address Allen S. Olmstead, Le Roy,
-

WHOLESALE GROCERS
SeadB and
Wool,

Hides and Pelts.

Sadra
.

.

,

All kinds of Native Products.

Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

Headquarters in

th.e Territory for

N. Y.

Thero probably never was a red
headeit toy who wasn't called "Red"
by his companions.
You Never Can Tell
Just exactly the cause of your rheu
matism, but you know you have It Do
you know that Ballard's Snow Lini
ment will cur It? relieves the pain-red- uces
the swelling and limbers the
Joints and muscles so that you will be
as active and well as you ever were.
Price 25c, 50o and $; DO. Center Block
Depot Drug Co. '

If a man expects to amount to
anything he must do it In spite
"
of bad luck.

If you want to feel well, look well
and be well, take Foley's Kidney Remedy. It tones up the kidneys and
bladder, purifies the blood and r
stores health and strength. Pleasant
to take and contains no harmful
drugs. Why not commence today T
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Co.

-

Plows. Agricultural mplemehts

fill

LINE

CF

RIEXICAN

M:C1E SOAP

Meet your Friends at

Opera Bar
D. L. CHAMBERS, Prop.

OM Taylor Bourbon & Sherwood Ryo

Sarved Dlrooi from Barrel
Billiard Hall in connection.

520 Douglas Ave

E Las Vegas, NM

that
"A Little Wholesome Advice,"
paper saying):
"City Physician Gordon of Las
ESTABLISHED 1879.
Vegas, has been reminding the people of Hhe Meadow ' City of a few
PUBLISHED BY
facts in connection with'' neglected
The Optic PubUstung Company cess-pooand dirty houses, which
. iMCOHPOBATBD
it might be well for tha people of
other towns to keep in mind, y In
EDITOR the matte
M. M. PADGETT....
of cess pools, ' Albuquerque
probably as little' x posed
to danger as any town In the south'
w
andf henjour new sewer tj
completedWshall bf practically
Entered at the Postotflce t East free from all danger on that score.
Las Vegas, N M, as eecoad-clae- s
But In the meantime ;w cannot be
Batter.
too careful. Cleanliness Is next to
godliness, and In the matter of phRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
ysical health and life it occupies the
(first place.
DaHy
Per Tear by Carriervi.v.l.Uu.$7.00 ; "In reporting an Interview with
.65 Dr. Gordon, the Las Vegas Optic
Per Month b Carrier
to ask that
Per Week y Carrier. 7 re ,20 says he took occasion
house-seeketo
all
to
urge
paper
Weekly-On- e
s
and
n,'
vaults,
" $2 00
Year
"'
tno parlors and bed rooms, In
LOO De'ore
Biz Months
renting nouses, ana then ne made
' . the statement that 'many residences
unite the two towns.
have jescaped cleansing In the above
sanitary necessities fo the past
In union there Is strength.
twenty years or longer!'
"That Is 'not a very compH- must
A house divided against Itself
of character,
meatary .I certificate
fall
4
(.
I
J
y
dug we uave uv uunui ,uui. uiai ii
Las is strictly true in a great many
All together, for a Greater
cases. In our town, the chief risk
Vegas.
to the renter is In getting a house
tuberculosis
IThe postofflce authorities should that is infected with
reason
for
that
and
every
very
leave na stone unturned to ferret
out the author of the black hand house that has been occupied under
letter sent to J. B. Mackel through conditions that afford any, grounds
the Las Vegas postofflce last Frk for suspicion should be thoroughly
cleansed and disinfected under the
day, and which was printed In The
of the ' city sanitary
supervision
mide
a
It is
Optic on Saturday.
and It should be necfelony by federal statute to send commissioner,
to.
essary
produce a certificate
a threatening letter
through
to
him
from
thateffect before
mail
the
S..
and
perpetrator
, the U.
This
fafLily could move In.
of the outrage mentioned should be
cost
owner
of
would
the
the
premmade to suffer the maximum penises a trlile, but it would be an exalty of the law. The matter should
cellent business proposition, as well
ie placed in the hands of the postal as
t. valuable sanitary precaution.
Inspectors, if It has tot already.
The reputation' of being a town
with clean houses would be worth ten
PUBLIC
IS . A
CLEANLINESS
times more to the property owners
NECESSITY
of the place than the small sum It
would cost to clean up and keep
The Albuquerque Morning Journal clean."
'
agrees , with City Physician C C.
Gordon of (Las !Vegas, relative to
Frank Pepperd, who had' successkeeping in a sanitary condition cess
pools and vaults, the necessary ad- fully undergone a surgical operation
juncts to every home. The Journal at St. Anthony's sanitarium, was redlscussoj an Interview with Dr. moved to his home on Sixth street,
Gordon, , which appeared a few days this morning in the Johnsen ambuago la The Optic, under the heading lance.
ls

'

OPTICS

cess-pool-

..........

.

I

V.

1

,

an-oth-

'

'

..

FtcK Specials

A few specials which we are offering for a short
time at SPOT CASH ONLY,
fitted
, t Gents' Gold Filled Case guaranted. 20 years,
With a 17 jeweled, ELGIN or WALTHAMmovei,
tnent
VV..J

,

Manv 'neoDlei prepare1 in life for
is the
A plumber's job Isn't always a pipe. undertaker, believing he
with.'
'have
will
to'
deal
man
a.
they
.'about
earthb'ut
how
on
this
is,
No danger of the "soulless" corporparing ior we oiuer piace. f.
ations ever being converted.

the
last
He
pre

Gents' Silveroid.

MARKET REPORTS.

'

fault

V"

.

.95BO

dther
billed
.'
HAM
movement,!.
$12m1S
WALT
or
ELGIN
WE INVITE A COMPAKISON OP OUR PRICES
Case, fcqaianiteed wWi
--

B.TAUPEHT, Jeweler asd Opticlao.
Las Vegas, N. M.

-:-

606 Douglas Avenue.

-

A. H. Reingrueber Brewing Co.
of Lots Vegas.

St

Boost
We are now making the finest beer in the Southwest.
to
either
us .for
home industry and telephone jour orders
keg or
bottle beer.

Market

Metal

Louis

Lead

22.

;

Judging from the looks of things,
PHONES MAIN 67, 61 and 32.
the DeoDle of Las Vegas think It
New York Metal Market
cheaper 4,0 buy shoes than street car
New York, June 22. Lead $4.35
7.25; Texas steers $4.60 6.15; . westtickets.
silver 52.
4.45; copper 13
ern steers $4.75
'
6.25; stacker j and
feeders $2.406.35; cows and heifers
A vessel carrying six and a half
New Yonc Money.
STAGE WILL LEAVE ROMERO
calves $5.507.75.
tons of virgin gold arrived at Seattle New
June 22. Prime paper $3.605.50;
York,
market
weak.
Guess
12,000
that
Alaska.
head;
Sheep
last week from
MERCANTILE CO. FOR
Mexican dollars 44; call mon
Native $3.75
d
5.90; western $3.75
wasn't a
shipment?"
ey
5.50; yearlings $6.00
7.00; lambs-$5.5Las Vegas has a combination bar8.10; western lambs $5.50
St. Louis Wool Market
ber shop and candy store. We, adS.50; spring lambs $5.508.75.
St. Louis, June 22. Wool market
PHONE MAIN 20
mit the candy must be cut, but we
wonder also If they have to comb 1L steady, Territory western medium 24
Kansas City Stock Market
28; fine mediums 2124; tine 15
2:00 p. tn.
Kansas City, Mo., June 22. Cattle Monday,
8:00 a. mv
We believe June is a popular month 22.
7,000 head including 2,000 southerns; Tuesday,. . . . .
to be married in because it's- cheaper.
market steady. Native steers $5.00
8:00 a. m.
Thursday,...'......
New York Stock.
The bride does not have to Include a
7.00; southern steers $4.00
6.00; Friday,
2:00 p. m.
New York, June 22. Amalgamated southern cows $2.75
winter coat and furs in her
4.50; native
8:00 p. m.
Saturday,
78
Atchison 1.14
pfd --.04
cows, and heifers $2.756.60; stackers
bid;. New York Central 1.33
and feeders: $2.60
5.50; bulla and
Union Pa- stags $3.005.00; calves $3.507.00;
An El Paso woman, the mother of Southern Pacific 1.27;
Steel 65, pfd 1.22
western steers $4.757.00; western
Returning Leave Porvenir
triplets, gave birth a few days ago to cific 1.888
twins. The husband should cheer up
cows $3.2E5.25.
PHONE 5174.
Chicago Provisions Market.
as past events prove it might have
Sheep 7,000 head; market steady.
22.
worse.
Close
Wheat Muttons $4.50
been
Chicago, June
5.50; lambs $6.50
. .7:00 a. m.
Monday.
.
corn, July 8.50; range wethers $4.50
July 114, Sept.108
5.50;
...2:00 p. m.'
Tuesday
The practice of placing a condemn 71
Sept. 69; oats, July 50
range ewes $3.755.15.
2:G0 p. m.
Thursday
ed murderer in the death cell Just
pork, July 20.10,
Sept.
. 7:00 a. m.
.
A valuable
horse belonging to Friday
previous to his execution reminds us Sept. 20.32; lard, July 11.67, Sept.
. .8:00 a. m.
95, Sheriff Ckofes Romero died on the Saturday.. .
that after all it is no "sell" for the 11.7275; ribs, July 10.92
10.90.
led
unfortunate victim.
while
Sept.
being
plains Sunday night
to this city. The animal was apparYou can generally set. it down
A healthseeker left Las Vegas a
Chicago Stock Market.
ently in uf.ual good health when leav- that when a fellow takes an optiCattle 2,000 ing the ranch, but was taken ill on the mistic view of life he's happily
few days bgo disgusted with the cliChicago, June 22.
mate of this city because he had re- - head; market steady. Beeves $5.15
road with fatal result
married.

During June

im.

gilt-edge-

Porvenir
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3--

7-- 8

3--

7--

............

1--

43;

5--

s-

-i

.......
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Economy linen 9 gore, some buttoned
front, value $2.00.
Special,..

TtC
hIn7J
C

.

..

One lot White Liaen Skirts 2 bias, folds at but- - T
torn, trimmed in buttons, $2.50.
Special, Hl--

Specia.1

Sa-l-

The radical cut on these Lawns should bring a host of
buyers. The best will be picked over first, so do not tarry.
The Sal includes the entire stock white,, colored,
figured, striped, flowered:
.

24o

12

25c "

fSo

10c

"

f4e

8

tto

One lot

35c Lawns

20c
15c

i--

"
1--

Lawns

. .

'I

-

. .. ..

"

.........

"

. .

10o

Neat

o

"

94c

a&.
ISO

"

1.75

"

u

...

t.32

selected

well

assortment,

stock, lace and embroidery. trimmed.
$ .65 Drawers

Ginhocms
A large assortment including wide and narrow stripes, small
and large checks, Red, Blue, Brown, Tan, O
"Z
Lavender. Regular 12
value. Special,

Ol JC

l--

' The Store of Quality

"

150

"

sewed.

."

2.00
2.50

"

2.00

"

2.25

u

.2.50

-

8.00.

.

............

.....

L

1.50

....

1.69

1.88
2.25
2.63

75c

4.00

"

......

3.0O

$1.13
: j. 1.50
1.89
i

5.00

"

I

3.75
4.50
0.75

9.00

Men's Shoes and Oxfords

.................. 1.32

"

6.00

.... $1.99

Special,

,

..

,

.

-

r

-

'

$2mQ8

Men's Shirts
'

Negligee and Golf, plain colors or fancy
striped or
checked, all sizes some Pleated, Cuffs attached or detached- these are fine values and if you want a
bargain don't miss

'this.

Values are $1.25, $1.50 and $1.75.
Special,...
35c Men's Balbriggan Underwear. . .'.
35c Men's Silk Lisle Hose
$5.00 Boy' Suitt, new, with 2
Knickerbocker

$3.63

..... . . . . . $1,33

B3o
gQo

$1.00
24o
20o

pair

The Store of Quality

Women's Wests

$1.75 Women's Swiss Ribbed Silk Vests,
$1.00 Lisle Vests, Hand Crochet,-- .
75c Swiss Ribbed Silk Lisle,

va- -

Special,

.......$1.13

"

.

Patent leathers,

d,

.......

lues.

3.50

'

Vici-ki-

In Black Vici or Patent, Tan, Oxfords, $4.00

49c

,
:

L76

48o

CHILDREN'S Sandals, Ties, Vici-ki- d
and Patent; sizes
5; Children's to Misses' 1. Special, .'.
..$t.0O

well

.

40o
.25o

Footwear

The Extra Good Values in

BACHARACH
.

1.00

laces and trimmings

$1.13 tl.50 Petticoats..

Drawers
A large

The

we have ever

7Bc ripping;

"

Economy Linen
Better than linen because it does not wrinkle Key and
urecian, border and stripe. Keg-uglar value 25c yard.
Special,

best

13.00, $3 50, $3.75.

New trim-

quality garments
38c
shown. No loose threads; no seams
57c

.50 Corset Covers...

1.00

New lot just received.

65c Women's Lace Lisle Hose (Lord & Taylors.)
Special,

Ties, Pumps, Oxfords in Tans,

mings in laces and embroideries.

in new laces or embroideries.

.75

So yd.

beautifully trimmed

designs,

35c Women's short cotton Gloves.

ffomcSdl'S

Petticoats

Corset Covers

To

Colored

East Las Vegas," N, VL

Women's 12 button Gloves, white and cream, regular 75c.
,
Special,..

WE open up our Sale with Cut Prices on Muslin Underwear, from our regular'
stock. The stock is large and well selected, the choosing is ample the garments
are of the best; the prices are way below values. A shipment received
,
only a few days ago will be included in this sale late styles in trimming, new designs in embroideries and laces. The following prices
will give you an idea of the values we are offering:.

The continued cold weather is the cause of our offering
Seasonable merchandise at such low prices.

U

Suede Lisle Gloves

of Women's

e

Muslin Undergarments

a,cAobs?ut

'.'

!,

White Linen Skirts

Lawns

'

'

St. Louis, June
spelter $5.40.

.

ELGIN or' r

7 jewel

m

Ladie'g'";,Gotd

"

When a man first marries he Is en-- ,
titled to sympathy. But when he does
it ?a Becond time then it's his- - own

CasewitbJa

WALTHAM.

Pedestrian. Weston, who Is walking
New York to San Francisco, is
from
be squeezed to bejn a pinch.
at
v
least
avoiding the unpleasantness
...;';
Hell is a place where the ice trust of "car sickness" so common among
people itrbio travel on railway trains.
has never eveifl! gotten a look-i- n
A fellow doesn't necessarily have to

Santa Fe has a" - minister named ;hose prisoners who .departed Sun
Dye. That's too much for a dead day for the penitentiary in the second
"
oldest were as cheerful about it as
town.
though they were going to a picnic
Even the water wagon must pa- It will be a "pic" however without
tronize the Standard Oil trust. It has the "nlc."
s
to oil up occasionally.

,
e

t2,50

.

!

;

ionpfit In a stav of but
hours. Poor fellow, he
probably forgot that he could die in
less time than that.

twenty-fou- r

East Las Vegas,

N.i

i,

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Grace Barker, she
remaining in that
city indefinitely, returned to Las Veg- evening. Elder Barker visited
Nebraska and Kansas
points while

Trustworthy
methods during the
aaiy years of i our
dealings have proven
the. wisdom of trading with us. While
working for a bnsi- toess we have been
working for a reputation; we have gain- - ...
ei it and it will be
upheld. Every deal
with us is a 8atisfacin
tory deal we gua- rantee that.

Y

iat

DIG

Telephone Main 3

and Piano Stools, only
ROSENJHAL

L, Castle is here from
Qulncy,

at

FURNITURE CO,

FIVI

afflliffiielNatioii IBank

,.4.

W

The Celebrated 'Hodges V Fiber
L.
NoU.is in town from Albubanitary Matting at 35c, 40c
querque again.
and 50c yard this weeTc.
L. R. Markell ,s
'"I
only at
guest at Hotel
wjuay.

"

1

-

'

,

'

Castaneda today from San Francisco.
Al A. Subers is at
the Eldorado ho.

.

ROSENTHAL

FURNITURE

CO.

i

M. CUNNINGHAM,
President1
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President

.

F.

B.

o
o

HOSKfNS, Cathler. JANUArV, Asst. Cashier.
:

.

o
o

Interest Paid on Tim Deposits,

ht

0

p

;

;
.'

CO.

.

BRIDGE STREET

Dusmees. is visiting him from Trlniad, Colo. Mr. Huling is an exten
sive farmer and sheep raiser and he
PERSONALS.
estimates that 95 per cent of their
lambs in Union county-wer- e
saved
Prof. Jesse L. Nusbaum has gone to
this season, notwithstanding unfavora
Santa Fe.
ble weather.
Alphonso Sena reached home this
afternoon from a business trip f the
GENUINE DIAMOND FOUND
,
couth, v
,
ON NEW MEXICO CLAIM
Ramon Montoya has returned to
town from ' a short sojourn in DenNew Mexico has gone Arkansas one
ver, Colo.
Detter
on. the "diamond discovery"
to
Felipe Montoya has gone up
Watrous to do a jop of painting for business. A few days ago Juanita
old daughter of
Gentry, the
Otto Lange.
T. R. Gentry, who lives eight miles
Don Benigno Romero is at home
from a business trip to Santa Fe and southeast of Tucumcari, on "a home
stead, found' a diamond stone, and it
Albuquerque.
has proved to be a genuine diamond,
Toribio Sanchez has returned from
too.
The stone was found-- in ome
'Cimarron on a visit to his family here
dirt taken out of a well on the claim.
lor a few days.
Mr. Gentry sent the stone to a St.
Richard "W. Rudulph arrived here
Louis Jewelry firm, which offered him
from Rociada yesterday and departed
$500 for it. Four and a half carat diafor Santa Fe last night.
monds were cut from it. There is
Mrs. W. J. Fugate left for Raton
excitement in the vicinity of
great
this afternoon on a two-dayvisit H the
find
and the farmers are talking
klnfolk in the Gate city.
of forming & diamond
exploration
Mrs. II. O. Martinez and children
',
company.
reached home from Santa Fe yesterTELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER

The

.
'

.

f-

,

--

A LIFE SAVER,
receives applause ;from the public and
grateful thanks
from the one rescued.
r.

'

.

St-A- r,'

;

A SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNT
may prove your life saver. Time is fickle and reverses
come when least expected. Open an account at this
Savings Bank and you can laugh at calamity. Interest
Paid.
--

Vudor"

Hammocks $4.50
and $6.00. only at

ROSENTHAL

FURNITURE

CO.

FURNITURE

CO.

The "Dexter" Washing Machines,
only at
Ball-Beann-

Las Vegas Savings Bank
y Se.n Miguel NoLtlorvtxl Bank.

$2.75 For

OFFICE WITH

0o

o

g.

ROSENTHAL

FURNITURE CQ.

Top Mat
tresses, full size, only at
AU-Cotto-

ROSENTHAL

n

FURNITURE

$4; 9 5 for $7. 50

All-Cotto- n

CO.

Mat

tresses, full size,
only at
ROSENTHAL

FURNITURE CO.

:

:

,

The "White Frost" all Metal,
White Enameled Refrigerator,
only at
ROSENTHAL

ft

'J i

-r

;!

speech-makin- g

r

ft

' D. T.

J.

;

.

?

,
1

4t,.lBRIW
C3C,OC3.CO

G100.OCO.00

The "Glenfield" Card Tables
""
P, $3.00. only at
w. H. Comer arrived in th nttv
' V
from' Denver laf,V .
ROSENTHAgFURNITUR CO.
C. G. Dwight came lu'fromi Color.
The ' 'Burrows' L Feather-Weigao Springs yesterday. " iA
Card Tables, Leather or
Wra. P. Eilert and W. T. Wilner are
Felt Tops $4.25. .
late arrivals in town from Chicago.
only at
Attorney Chas A. Spiess returned
ROSENTHAL
FURNITURE CO.
from Colfax county last evening, af
ter making a
trip that The "Buckeye" Folding Vapor
ne neartuy enjoyed,
Bath Cabinets $5.00.
E. J,. Hullng, who is a partner of
only at
uua
Montano In the sheeD
ROSENTHAL FURNITURE CO.
;

in

OAPITAl PAIS

J

.

-

ENTERS

1909

Some Beouties in PI200 Scorfs

tway.

A

JUNE 22,

TUESDAY,

S

HREE

CO'MMON

HIDING PLACES'.

Clock, Pincushion and Mat, and Al!
Are Equally Unsafe.
Nine people out of ten used to hide
things in the clock. It used to Be sup
posed that nobody would think to loot
for anything, in the clock, and ye;
everybody thought ihat the clock was
just the place to hide things; therefor?
when anybody wanted to find or steal

95c for $1.25 Galvanized Wash anything, he or she went right straight
to the clock. Since people began tc
Boilers.
use nickel clocks which are not big
5c for Glass Percolator Tops.
enough "to contain anything, peopk
98c for $1.25 set of 3 Potts Irons, hide things under the pincushion. Peo
pie think nobody would think , to look
brand and Handle.
tnere if he .wanted to steal anything,
$9.95 for $12.50 Vernis Martin and
yet It's the first place they would
4-6
Iron Cribs, size
by
choose to hide anything strange, isn't
65c for $1 .00
Pillows. it? Keys are usually hidden under
VIIH.V- - n.l,llll
Hill ItTIl
11(31 DlOLf.1.
door-matNo one would think to look
UP
A FERVENT
SENDS
only at
Mrs. M. A. Brennan has returned
under a mat. It has been proven a mil
FOR
RAIN
PRAYER
from a visiting trip to Raton, her for
lion times that this is not a safe place
mer home, acsompanied by a sister.
Every time a householder arrives
Solemn high mass was offered by
home and finds "the key where it was
Rev. J. S.- - Moore returned yesterRev.
Cal
Gilberton
Paul
Ft.
Mt
at
left," he feels sure nobody could thinlt
day afternoon from Raton, where he
to look there but himself. Ostriches
conducted religious services Sunday. vary cemetery this morning, a suppli
hide their heads in the sand, a'nd they
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
J. W. Clay, family and Hugh Train- cation that rains might descend alike
think, imagine, or suppose that no
There
the Just and the unjust
one will discover them, and they are
er, drove out to the Trout springs vi upon
about aj much mistaken In the Intelli
ORU ADDITIONS
- was a goodly number of members of
cinity this morning for a day's out- his congregation assembled at' the
gence of the onlooker as many folks
1115.
IN EIGHT DAYS are 'In the people who want to find
silent city of the dead during the reto
drove
Back
Morris
Mr. and Mrs.
their jewels and keys. We hope grail
exercises.
the city this afternoon, from Mora, ligious
ually tq mine and explode the Idea
A large Monday night audience as that clocks, pincushions and mats are
where he conducts a large business
WICKERSHAM
FRAMES
,
sembled at the armory last evening safe biding places.
establishment.
TAX
CORPORATION
an
to hear J3vangelis4 Violett. After
li I
i J
Filadelrdf Baca came borne' from
tier meteor Vegetable Garden.
Inspiring song service and a 'solo by
Santa Fe, this afternoon, where he at
The West Philadelphia woman
22.
from!
June
St.
Attorney Rev. Dutt, the evangelist read
at
Washington,
was the envy of her neighbors .
tended the Jubilee exercises
"
General Wickershaui today laid before memory a portion of 1st Jonn 3 and summer by virtue of her vegetable gi i
Michael's college. '
e
citizen, President Taft and the cabinet a preached on "The Worst Thing In Las den m her small back yard, which kep'
Philip Nelson, the
amend Vegas," which he designated as sin. her table well supplied for a month
Cim- rough draft of a tariff bill
of
is now located in the vicinity
which provides for the imposi It waa a fearless arraignment of sin has again stepped into the limeHghi
an
ment,
an
at
This clever woman has succeeded if
arron, presumably working
tion of a two percent tax on the net and an earnest appeal for men and raising several kinds of
vil for a livelihood
vegetables ir
'
and little earnings o corporsltlons. The var women to. accept the world's atoning flower pots of earth inside her house
Mrs. Arthur Langston
'
.
Already she has raised several stalk?
gone on a ious points of the law were discussed Savior.
daughter, Lena, have
s
and of asparagus from roots, and her famof
In
at
spite
the
meeting.
iTitrthv visit to friends in Denver,
of green
the religious indifference n the city, ily is enjoying the luxury
starting this afternoon.
asparagus, while their friends and
Mr.'
were
audiences
his
is
Reuther
Violett
Mrs.
Fred
S.
Mr.
holding
and
are eating canned goods.
Mrs. J. W. Burks, her two children
their fifth wedding and accomplishing good work. No re- neighbors
Radishes, too, have grown indoors'' for
and the three daughters of Mr and quietly observing
anniversary alone at their home, 1113 vival meeting' ever conducted In Las this amateur trucker, and now, made
Mrs. W. Y. Black, departed .for
evoning. Vegas has reached such proportions ambitious by her successes, this womDourias avenue, Saturdaj
Junta. Cole.. this afternoon.
sur- in the same length of time. Forty ad an is going-tfriends
of
plant some lima beans
small
a
when
party
brother3n-laof
W. L. Tischler, a
The care of her Indoor
and
peas.
an
is
hi't
unprecein
uner.oected
an
ditions
with
days
eight
them
Charles Greenclay, is visiting him, prised
vegetable garden Is not wearing, for
welcome call. Several of he dented record for this city.
to
very
view
a
with
the West Philadelphia woman, to gain
from Denver, probably
extended
was
five
invitation
the
When
tiusi- callers had attended the wedding
time, has simply cut down her usual
remaining here and engaging In
even- list of
years ago and in remembrance of the at the close of the sermon last
potted plants and devoted her
L. happy hymeneal event trought wood- ing there was nc response, but after time to more practical growing things.
Jose
and
Rivera
D.
A.
M.
Rev.
Philadelphia Record.
en presents that are alike useful nr-- the bantlsmal services, Mr. Vloletf!
mvra returned this afternon from ornamental.
time
which
at
another
made
appeal
After
congvatuUtlori.,
Hlbera station.; where they found their toasts were drank and responded to, two came forward. Not a service has
Models' .Earnings.
sister. Mrs. Roman Ortiz, very lime the remainder of the evening beii.g been held so far in the meeting withNowadays all the leading firms of
tnim-ovemodistes employ . living models. A
in health,
out additions to the thurch.
spent socially at bridge.
good model can earn five to six pounds
Mrs-- UDton Hays and three daugh
"A
will
be
for
tonight
The subject
"
from
:
a
week, the minimum wage for a
home
yesterday
returned
ters
is made in the Den Genuine Conversion." The service "show lady" being two pounds a week.
Announcement
neen
naa
Maxwell City, where they
8 o'clock and a cordial wel- There are some models in London who
W Mc- - ver papers that five more new hotels begins at
are paid as much as 10 a week, and
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.
to the public.
extended
is
come
where
they
are to be built in that city,
in Paris the salary of a good model in
Cloud for several days,
in
the
asflies
thick
as
are already
Borne of the best establishments runs
s
E. C. .Butler, manager of Las Vegas
month of August Among the hostel-rleto 12 a week. As long as a model is
depart
company,
Power
nailwv and
drawn
are
BASEBALLjCOHES
being
for which plans
young and attractive her position as
Aihnmieraue by automobile .to
such is secure enough, and often very
is one to be erected by H. M. Porter,
morrow morning. He mikes the trip
National League.
well paid, but at 30, and sometimes be.
of Cimarron, N. M., and for
formerly
to the Duke city in a day
At Pittsburg
Pittsburg 6, Phila- fore, she is generally regarded as too
with Dr. J. M. Cun
associated
years
are
old for the particular work required
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Montoya
of Las Vegas, in tne cauie delphia 3.
of her that is, showing the effect of
in Las ningham
friends
- American League.
and
u
relatives
visiting
business. It will te a u,uuu nmei
dresses when made; but if she has
At Boston Philadelphia 5, Boston
Veeac from Maxwell City, where the Glenarm street, between Eighteenth
a good knowledge of a modiste's
a
good
4.
has
Boston
household
1,
head of the
business she is almost certain to oband Broadway, five stories high and 6; Philadelphia
com
At New York Washington 6. New tain further and far more permanent
with the Maxwell Supply
occupying two lots.
York 4; Washington 2. New York 3.
employment with her own firm or else
pany.
of tb
At St. Louis Detroit 2. St. Louia 0. where, London
baby boy was
C. F. Hortensteln, cashier
A bouncin
M.
Western League.
Bank of Si.ringer at Springer, N.
born to Mi. and Mrs. C. H. Stevenson
ev- Milk an Intoxicant
last
Fe
the
of
Santa
home
At
for
the
at
Topeka 6, Omaha o.
Topeka
was a passenger
this morning
New
York
City alone consumes an2.
ana
Lincoln
B.
7,
C.
bV
Haruey, mother's parents, Marlon Littrell
ted
At Denver Denver
CUlUgi vvw
840,000,000
nually,
quarts of milk. We
Mexico
American Association
are
also a citizen of that Mew
wife, in Raton. Mother ana DaDe
drink 2,300,000 quarts a day. And
6.
IndianapoAt St raul St Paul
this does not Include mothers' milk
town.
reported to be, doing nicely, ine
- J
0.
for infants; Just cows' milk watered
Onhelia and Henrietta rTru- - father is one of the most popular pas lis
mi
Minneapolis L and unwatered, for both infants and
At Minneapolis
MrflSev- senger conductors on the Santa Fe
Jillo, daughters of Mr. and
adults. "MUk," says Emerson, "is
re- Louisville 3.
a
"
as
ana
of
this
out
city,
home
vrtnn TrnWIo. returned
running
readily made intoxicating in warm
Tole
4.
Milwaukee
atH
the
Milwaukee
At
he
sult of this happy event
climates simply by agitation. This
Denver yesterday. They had been
do 0. .
in that proudest man on the eystem.
Home
was quickly discovered." Befeature
Vincent's
Mt.
tending
At Kansas City v Kansas City 2. ing placed in a skin and slung from
city.
6.
the fthoulder or over the back, it was
Placido Baca v Baca, 0-- f s?nciano Columbus
Romero and Frank
Kwtff
agitated;
by the motion of the hunter,
Baca,
Villanueva
Vivianlta
Fe Baca and
and fermentation was soon well under
Strass returned home from Santa
for
All
Aboard
have
Harvey's!
ac sons and widow of the decayed,
The skin was undoubtedly none
till., .ftAmoon. whither they had
e
of
Carriage jgoes out Saturday morn- way.
too clean, some milk of the previous
the
to
been appointed administrator
Leave
conmanled a bunch of prisoners
of
returns
Friday.
following
ing
day being left in it which would
Sena estate of the l'ate Don Celso Baca,
Den.
order at Mwrphey's or II. O. Brown act as a leaven.
Deputy Sheriff Enrique
M- - an
,
N.
Rosa.
returnea last Santa
Co's.
and Apolonio Sena
who in former year, 're Trading
citizen,
nent
;
rt
night
his
Says 1 to myself, eays I, the Optic's
The Optic and save
Subscribe
'
M!gu,l
San
mder S U Barber, of Beulah. who
Las Ve,as and
the paper to buy, eaya L
Denver
your eyes.
M iccomoanied to
Miss county.
"week
ago v by hi fonghter.
s'
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WALLPAPER

WALLPAPER

Big Reduction in Prices at

Las Vegas Lumber Co.
Matched Patterns from 10c per roll up. Borders
the same price, excepting Ingrains and varnished

styles'

WALL PAPER

WALL PAPER

.

2--

All-Feath- er

1

s.

;

Gantcra GuaraniQQ Shoo Storo
.

V

9T
THE NEW

line

Wortnmore

9$

Fine Shoes for Everybody

We've just gtt in a complete stock of the famous
ll
"Worthmore" fine shoes made by
of Kansas City. See our unique window display and
come in and get a Souvenir Style Book free.
'
Ellet-Kenda-

j

IS SNAPPY

-

STYLES

THE RED TAG ON EVERY PAIR"

For men. $3.50: for women. $3.00: for children.
to $1.00. Every shoe made on honor every
hoe ruaranteed the price and trade-mar- k
plainly
for the
Btamped on every pair. If you are looking
finest shoe made here it ia aud at - price that
proves real economy.

$2.50

Comfort Wea r

v.-- i

Ttnt
MORE"

" WORTH

"Wortbtnore" Shoes are made
of the flneBt, Hottest and xnoat
durable upper leather, oak
aolid
"lilt stitching,
soles,
hnftla. futit color hooks and
They will give more comfort and wear longer than any
eyelets.
both men
shoe you ever wore. Ia the very latest styles
-- wayfor
i
not today T
and women. Yoo
pair

old-tim-

SdlttB

Sty I e

nd Hosiery, the make that
of Kadlaut
Full li'ie
Wellwears h
WAL8EN BLOCK, East Lam Vogat, Mm Mm

BRAND

Thfa Trad. Mark
Stamped oa ovrj Pair

counter-attraction-

,

Specials For This Week.

..

n

25c
25c
25c
$4 98
25c

L

Tents and lies

1'or

......69o

25c

Tents, for Bent

.

r-

16c

Girls' Knit Drawers, wide knee
3 Packages Macaroni, Vermicella for
King Bee Fly Catchers, special, 8 for
..
8 lb. New Potatoes
Ladies' Khaki Riding Skirts at
8 Cans Dutch Cleanser. . . . ... . ..... .;
Men's Muslin,Night Heavy Muslin....
3 Bars Ivory Soap, large size

'.
,
Bars Sapolio
Boys' 50o Leather Caps ............
English Breakfast, Japan and Gunpowder Tea :
35cChilds' Parasols, plain colored
25 lbs. ice Cream Salt.
.y
10 yds. Imitation Torchon Laces
8

25c
35c
45c
29c

r

t

25C

.35c

Chas. R.osenthal,
Opposite

Express Office.

Wells-Farg- o

Probably the proudest moment in
If there was anything in hypnoa
used
boy's life is when he is allowed
It
tism, women would have
to
hired
their
pick out a suit of clothes with,
in
controlling
long ago
"
out his mother going along.
girls."

Tit-Bit-

i--

oia-nm,-

SdJln

retail

,

fr

and Mechanics
Farmers and mechanics frequently

Of Interest to Farmers

meet with slight accidents and injuries
which cause them much annoyance
and loss of time A cut or bruise may
d
the time
be cured n about
usually required by applying Chamberlain's Liniment as soon as the injury is received This liniment Is also
valuable for sprains, soreness of the
muscles and rheumatio pains. There Is
no danger of blood poisoning from an
injury when Chambenain's Liniment
Is applied before the part become
inflamed and swollen,. For sale by all
dealers.
one-thir-

Women Who Are Envied.
Those attractive women who ara
lovely in face, form and temper are
the envy of many, who might be lik
them. A weak, sickly woman will be
nervous and irritable. Constipation or
kidney troubles ...show to pimples,
blotches, skin eruptions and a wretch
ed complexion. For all such, Electrio'
Bitters work wonders. They regulate
stomach, liver and kidneys, purify the
blood; give strong nerves, bright eyes,
pure breath, smooth, velvety skin,
lovely complexion. Many, charming
women owe their health and beauty to
50c at aH druggists.
them.
i

"

Tha poking w'pman jtto at (the
Samuel MagiU and (thomas Nelson
depot, which they call kissing,' li
In
are
the
guests at Hotel La Fenstoa to3ay
about the funniest thing
world.

i

from Raton.

.

SIX

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

TUESDAY,

TG Th Bankers Reserve
Life Company.
President

WANTED Woman for laundry work.
Apply 903 Tilflln.
WANTED A
C. Schlott.

B. H. ROBISOX,

carpenter. J.

first-clas- s
-

HOME OFFICE OMAHA, NEBRASKA

KEN LEARN, BARBER
TRADE
Short time required;
graduate
earn S12 to $30 week. Moler Barber college, Los Angeles."

GUARANTEED ANNUITY POLICY

ITS FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES

FOR RENT.

FOR RENT

famished house
per month. Inquire 618 Grand
avenue, or telephone Main 428.

at

$15

FOR RENT Front room with ubo of
bath. 906 Third street.

.

FOR RENT
Two room furnished
house. 921 Lincoln,
--

-

FOR RENT
Modern
house,
well furnished, very desirable; rea
eonable. Inquire Optic.
FOR RENT One 7 room house, and
one 5 room house. 920 Gallinas.

Cash surrender Value.
Paid Insurance during life.
Extended Insurance for face of policy.
Policy is payable in gold coin.

ALSO

FOR RENT

Furnished rooms; elec
tric lights and bath. .710 Grand ave,

cva.

tuiiNT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. M. Howell, 721

All policies secured by approved securities deposited with
the state of Nebraska.

,

FOR RENT
cottage, range
and sewer connection. 414 Seventh.
FOR SALE.

EY,

TERRITORIAL MANAGER

.

Fourth".

Main Office
Pioneer BIdg.

Etvst Las Vegas,
New Mexico

mitment blank ready and make the
charge attempt to poison. Now,
madam, go on." .
"Ever since Basil's been sick, I've
been depending on the neighbors for
medicines to give
good,
him. Last night I had a pint of real
good remedy I'd got from a woman
who uses it for all her children, whether they're six feet or only a span long,

Befote His Honor

FOR SALE
H. Grant

Fine Jersey cow. See D.

FOR SALE

Carriage, good as new.

1016

ANNUAL INCREASING DIVIDENDS PAIDJ
ON POLICY

H. C. K

Why the Priwner Wu

i

Duchnged

The case of Basil Lapidus was the

Fifth street.

1909

,
Ettray Advertisement.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken no bv
J. M. Abercromble, Anton Chlco. N.

USE

M.

One white mare mule. 13
hands high,weight about 650 or 709
lbs., 10 years old.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 1, '09, said date being 10
days after last appearance ot this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
'
Las Vegas. N. M.
1st pub June 10, last pub June 21, '09
To-wi- t:

Ettray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by
Chas, Ford, Estancia, N. M.
t:
One small pinto
mare,
weight about 650 or 700 lbs., age
about 13 or 14 years old, with saddle
marks.
Branded
A J A
On left Lip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 1, '09. eald date being 10
aays alter ia3t appearance ot this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub Juno 10, last pub June 21, '09

And Voi Will Always Have

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern- - that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Jfl. F. pope, Vaughn, N. M.
One small brown horse,
very small, both hind feet white,
white spot in forehead, split in top
or left ear.
rrm
Branded
On left hip
Mi
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 1, 09, eald date bein 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub June 10, last pub June 21, '09

Smith

-

1

T"

No matter what you haappen to
hcijeve your deeds are
going to
attract a great deal more attention
than your creeds.

If

You Are Worth $50,000 Don't Read

This
This will not interest you If you are
worth fifty thousand dollars, but If you
are a man of moderate means and can-cafford to employ a physician when
you have en attack of diarrhoea, you
will be pleased to know that one or
two doses of Chamberlain's Colic and
Diarrhoea Remedy will cure It This
remedy has been in use for many
years and is thoroughly reliable,
Price 25 cents. For sale by all
dealers.
ot

Something of a rarity in human
beings is a person whose head Is
not turned by success.
PILESI PILESI PILESI
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment wil'
cure Blind, Bleedng and Itching Piles.
It absorbs the tumors, allays Itching
at once, ' acts as a poultice, gives
instant relief. Williams' Indian Pile
Ointment is prepared tor Plies and
Itching of the private parts. Sold by
druggists, mail 60c and $1.00, Wil
lams' Mfg Co., Props., Cleveland,
O. For sale by Center Block Drug
Co.

ways followed the Imposition ot the
extreme penalty would be well worth
hearing in this case.
Judge Quade's court was conducted
on most Informal lines. . When the
charge had been read and the plea
entered, the magistrate called out:
"Mrs. Julia Lapidus', stand up and
be sworn. You, too, Lapidus, get up
and swear. Administer the oath, Mr.
Clerk, and let's get the thing over.
Now, Mrs. Lapidus, don't be afraid."
"O, Judge," sighed the prosecuting
witness, "I'm so frustrated. This is
the first time I've ever been in court."
"You should have come here long
ago. Does he abuse ypu much?"
"No, Indeed; this is the first time
he ever had a chance."
' "Hum-m- ;
sit down a minute. Well,
Lapidus, what have ypu to say? Do
you want to change your plea to 'guilty,' and save time?"
"He won't do it, your honor," ex
claimed his wife. "Henever would
for me about the simplest things, even
when I'd catch him in the act"
"Come, come," growled the magis
trate, "make your confession."
The prisoner cleared his throat and
began: "Last night I came home with
my head tied up been having a cold
for two weeks regular grip ringing
in the ears pain in the head and
neck eyes running also nose tickling sensation" . He stopped to
cough.
"Here, hereV rubbing his eyes and
nose, and coughing in unison with the
prisoner, "I don't care about the symptoms. Go ahead."
"When I got home With my head all
tied up she came out In the kitchen
and said she had a caller In the parlor. I asked who. he was, and instead
ot telling me, she went on about there
being a monkey odor In the house.
There's a young preacher at our
and
church, and he's very
monky and I thought at first that he
was making a call, and that it was the
odor of sanctity she was talking
about."
The wagging Jaws of Mrs. Lapidus
grew articulate at this point and she
sprang up.
"I didn't," she asserted. "I said I
had supper in theparlor because there
was a musty odor in the rest ot the
"
house."
"I don't care what led up to the disturbance," cried the magistrate,
with wrath. "Tell me the speand let me get
cific act of
this fellow sentenced and go home to
dinner."
VO, I can do that all right," exclaimed the woman. "Ill never forget it as long as I live. Why, after
he choked me Into swallowing that
dose I was so sure I'd die the next
minute that 1 wrote to my sister to
come see that my bones were laid to
rest In some reputable charnel house."
The Judge leaned over to bis clerk
and whispered:
"Perhaps I can hold this fellow for
,

high-churc- h

black-browe-

mmm
vyim'

ptmntl

mnrrtor

.T'ist

vt

a com

d

cended the steps of his home. His
wife met him at the door.
"I'm so glad you've come," she
cried. "I've Just got in from the neighbor's across the street with another
kind of cold remedy, and ydu must
drink every drop of it before yew eit
down to dinner."
For a moment the Judge's fingers
twitched convlusively. Then he murmured:
"All right, Mary dear."

There are louder noises, but hone
ar Quite so satisfactory as the tinkle
of a few gold pieces in one's pocket.
Interest to Farmers and Mechanics
Farmers and mechanics frequently

Of

,

All klnda of cement, sidewalk, plastering, brick and stone work. Jsbkiitsj
promptly attended to. Only best material used. All work guarantees'.

OFFICE AND YARD, 1020 NATIONAL AVE.

PHONE OLIVE MM.

THE LAS VEGAS BARGAIN

General Merchandise
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

Estray Advertisement

Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by
R. H. McDanlel, Farmington, N. M.
One red cow with white
spot on both hind thighs, 4 years old,
Branded
On left" ribs
To-wi- t:

Estray Advertisement

Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by
R. J. Nesbett Estancia, N. M.
One unbroken bay horse,
two white feet, small star in foreheal,
13 hands high, 7 or 8 years old,
Branded
tSSl
On left jaw
J
,
Branded
On left shoulder
Branded
L-On left hip
Jr
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 1, '09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub June 10, last pub June 2L '09
To-wi- t:

.

;

Ear mark

IrJMfc

To-wj- t:

.

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

tl.i

,

To-wi- t;

.WAP

HOUSE;

JOBBERS OF

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 1, '09, eald date being 1
,,
days after last appearance of this adCATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Las Vegas, N. M. vertisement, said estray wlU be sold
this Board for the benefit of the
1st rub June 10, last puo June 21, '09 by
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB.
Las Vegas, N. M.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it 1st pub June 10, last pub June 21, '0
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Estray Advertisement
Hubbard & Jackson, Farmtngton, N.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
M.
may concern that the following deOne black cow.
scribed estray animal was taken np by
Branded
Ismael Martinez, Velarde, N. M.
On right hip
t:
One dun Mexican horse, 6
Said animal being unknown to this years old, weight about 690 lbs.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
K?1
before July 1, '09, eald date being 10
s A
un lert snouiaer
aays alter last appearanee of this adBranded
vertisement,- said estray will be sold
On left hip
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
Said animal being unknown to this
v
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Las Vegas. N. M.
10
1st pub June 10, last pub June 21, '0C before July 1, '09, said date being addays after last appearance of this
vertisement said estray will be sold
Estray Advertisement
' Notice is hereby given to whom It by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
may concern that the following deCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
scribed estray animal was taken np by
Las Vegas, N. M.
W. J. Linwood, Raton, N. M.
1st pub June 10, last pub June 21, '09
One black horse, about 12
years old. '
Estray Advertisement
TT7
Branded
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
i
. On left blp
fcjij may concern that the following deSaid animal being ' anknown to this scribed estray animal was taken up by
Board, unless claimed by owner on or E. E. Rogers, E. Las Vegas, N. M.
One red brindle cow.
before July 1, '09, said date being 10
n
Branded
f"l""J
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold On left hip
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
Ear mark
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
Las Vegas, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
1st pub June 10, last pub June 21, '09 Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 1, '09, said date being 10
Estray Advertisement
days after last appearance of this adNotice is hereby given to whom It vertisement said estray wM be sold
may concern that the following de- by this Board for the benefit of the
scribed estray animal was taken np by owner when found.
T. P. Talle, Gallup, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
One Jay, horse, etrlo In
Las Vegas, N. M.
face, weight 700 lbs., seven years old. 1st pub June 10, last pub June 21, '09

meet with slight accidents and Injuries
which cause them much annoyance
and loss of time A cut or bruise may
d
be cured in about
the time
usually required by applying Chamberlain's Liniment aa soon as the
is received This liniment is also
valuable for sprains, soreness of the
muscles and rheumatic pains. There is
no danger of blood poisoning from an
SSffbip
injury when Chamberlain's Liniment
Is applied before the parts become
Said animal being unknown to this
inflamed and swollen. For sale by all Board, unless claimed by owner on or
dealers.
before July 1, '09. said date being 19
days after last appearance of this adPeople who are overly sensitive to vertisement said estray will be sold
this Board for the benefit of the
criticism are generally in untenable by
owner when found.
positions.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub June 10, last pub June 21, "09
Rev. I. W. Williamson's Letter.
Rev. L W. Williamson, Huntington,
A Wreck
W. Vau, writes: This is to certify
that I used Foley's Kidney Remedy is the only fit desciiption for the man
for nervous exhaustion and kidney or woman who is crippled with rheutrouble and am free to say that It will matism. Just a tew rheumatic twindo all that you claim for it" Foley's ges may be the forerunner of a severe
Kidney Remedy has restored health attack atop the trouble at the start
and strength to thousands of weak. with .Ballard Snow Liniment Cures
run flown people. Contains no harm the rheumatism and all pain.
Price
ful drugs and is pleasant to take. O. 25c, 60c and 1L00. Sold by Center
O. Schaefe and Red Cross Drug Co. Block Depot Drug Co.
one-thir-

MaJoney

Official City Contractors

To-wi-

Who Are Envied.
Those attractive women who are
lovely in face, form and temper are
the envy of many, who might be like
them. A weak, sickly woman will pe
nervous and Irritable. Constipation or
kidney troubles show in pimples,
Notches, akin eruptions and a wretched complexion. For all e'uch. Electric
Bitters work wonders. They regulate
stomach, liver and kidneys, purify the
blood; give strong nerves, bright eyes,
pure breath, smooth, velvety skin,
lovely complexion. Many charming
women owe their health and beauty to
EOc at all druggists.
them.
, Women

SL

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

How Bert R Lean, of Cheny, Wash.,
Htvea irom a inghtrul death is a
story to thrill the world.
"A hard
cold," he writes, "brought on a des
perate lung trouble that baffled an ex
pert doctor here. Then I paid f 10 to
815 a visit to a lung specialist In Spokane, who did not help me. Then J
went to California but without beneff "
I
At loot T I.OIA1 Ttw T7"
ery which completely cured me and
now I am as well aa ever." For lung
trouble, bronchitis, coughs and colds,
asthma, croup and whooping cough It's
50c and $1.00.
supreme
Trial bot-ti- e
free. Guaranteed by all druggists.

BOSS BHEAD
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,

w

'

THE

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers
111

To-wi-

last on the docket Magistrate Alex- and"
ander Quade, already late for dinner,
Judge Quade held up his hand for
FOR SALE
Legal blanks of all de- was about to postpone the hearing silence. A strange emotion held him
scription. Notary seals and records when his clerk whispered that the in thrall.
and disturat the Optic office.
charge was
"Never mind that commitment," he
.
bance. This intelligence made the said to his clerk. "Now, Lapidus, my
Judge settle back in bis seat again. man, you finish the story."
OLD newspapers for Bale at The
Op His honor took special delight In such ' "There's not much to tell. For two
tic office. 10 cents a bundle.
Estray Advertisement
cases; never In the whole history of weeks the neighbors have been dosing
Notice is hereby given to whom it
his judicial career was a prisoner me with every known kind of root,
known to escape with less than the herb, bark and berry, boiled, fried may concern that the following de
LOST.
extreme penalty.
and roasted; and when she had an- scribed estray animal was taken up by
was
Falrview, N. M.
The
suffering
present
.culprit
other brand ready for me last night Charles Taple,
LOST
Pocket memorandum book. from a cold. The
One dun horse, about 10 or
Judge was In a like I Just took hold and made her swal12
Please roturn to R. B. Schoomnak-er- . predicament, and whenever the man low
old, weight about 800 lbs.,
it herself. And my cold's been blindyears
In left eye.
in the dock cleared his throat, the better ever since."
Branded
ITS'
Judge's bronchial tubes began to
As one in a dream the Judge took
On left hip
If R woman refuses to play on tickle. This caused him to treasure his overshoes from beneath his desk
Said animal being unknown to this
the piano, It is because she wasn't up animosity against Lapidus before and put thenron. "Court's adjourned," Board, unless
claimed by owner on or
Mr.
excuse
the
me,
Lapidus,
began.
hearing
"O,
said.
he
coaxed enougjh. not becausa she
before July 1, '09. said date belne 10
bedinAnd
the
The
that
Judge's
fact, too,
I forgot you're discharged."
after last appearance of this ad
thinks eae can't play.
ner was waiting made the clerk, who fore the clerk could recover from his days
said estray will be sold
vertisement
deknew the Judicial temperament,
surprise the Judge had departed. as- by this Board for the benefit of the
A Thrilling Rescue.
alcide that the reprimand which
Still In a maze, the magistrate
owner when found.
wife-beati-

Pi ENTFL OUR

B
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Policy is fully paid up after ten, fifteen or twenty years,
Policy may be payable in' liberal installments.

.

JUNE 22,

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by
visente vlllanueva, Vlllanueva, N. M.
One sorrel steer.
Branded
,
' On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on ot
before July 1, '09, eald date being 10
days after last appearance of Oils advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub June 10, last pub June 21, '09
To-wi-

fl

re

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by
Wm. Rice, Cabezon, N. M.
One black horse, about 9
years old, broken to drive, weight
about 700 lbs., about 14 hands high,
'
solid black.
.
To-wi- t:

Branded

left bip
Said animal being anknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 1, '09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub June 10, last pub June 21, '09
On

--

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by
Nestor Herrera, Vlllanueva, N. M.
One red buU,
Branded
fSj
On left ribs
Branded
Oa left hip
To-wl- t:

I"

Ear marks
aia animal belne

unknown

Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 1, '09. said date being 10

days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner
when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub June 10. last pub June 2t, '09

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It "
may concern that the following described estray animal was
nn k.
C. F. Spader. Bernalillo m m
One brown horse. thr
years tld.

tvn

To-wl- t:

Onaiedftdhlp
One brown horse,

Branded
On

i

J M Lf

three years old.

ri

.

;
left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Baard, unless
by owner on or '
If you desire a clear complexion before July 1, claimed
eald
'09,
date being 10
take Foley's Orlno Laxative for con- days after last
appearance of
adstipation and liver trouble as It will vertisement said estray will this
stimulate these organs and thorough- by this Board for the benefit be sold
of the
ly cleanse your system, which is what owner when frond.
orin
needs
the
everyone
in
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB.
Call np Main 2 when yon have any
Call np Main 2 when yon have any der to feel welL O. O. spring
8chaefer and
Las Vmni. N. VL
news. The Optic wants it
news. The Optlo wants it
Red Cross Drug Co.
1st pub June 10, last pub June at, '0
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THE

UUBSttiAEZIttQ PARLORS
W. M. LEWIS COMPAXY.

The only exolrjsive undertakers

vein raonra

I'M Vegas.
Office and Residence
-

-

-

610 Lincoln Avenue

Short Orders and Regular Dinners
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

Albvrtin Crandall

P

by J. B. Lippincott Co,
TAKEN FROM A PACKAGE OF LETTERS FOUND IN THE ESCRITOIRE
OF MISS 1SDITH RALSTON.
"San Francisco, Jan. 24, 1901. My
Dearest One: Just one week ago tonight I was bidding you good-bin
New York; now 3,000 miles divide us.
When I look forward to the long,
y

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY

weary months of waiting before I can
go for you they seem endless. Will
they ever creep by? To keep up my
comH.
Kegtusr
courage I am continually repeating,
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
munication first and
'January, February, March, April;
DENTIST
la
third, Thuistdayt.
January, February, March, April.'
Both And then May and You. What a
Visit- Suite 4, Crockett Building.
each month..
beautiful bride you'll be, Edith, and,
at
office
and
residence.
phones
cordial
lag 'brothers
please God, a happy one, If a. man's
ly invited. Geo. H. Klnkel, W. ML,
love and devotion count for aught. I
Cams. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
can see you now as you'U look on our
DR. G. L. JENKINS
wedding day,, all gowned in white,
your hair like satin, your eyes like
DENTIST
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 2
stars. I am glad your hair Is dark,
Knights Templar. Regular
Edith, for no real reason except an
Over Hedgcock'i Shoe Store
eonclave second Tuesday la
absurd fancy that the people, who
Phone Vegah 79
have light hair are not always to be
each month at Masonic
trusted. Speaking of blondes reminds
femple, 7: 30 p. m. John S. Clark,
me of George's, guest and her strange
F. R. LORD, DENTIST
r. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder.
story; also that my purpose in writing
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams)
this evening isn't merely to tell you
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- - Office Pioneer Building, over Grand how much I love you that would be
but to fulfill my promise-- to
Arch Masons.
Regular
Leader. Rooms 3 and . 4. Phone impossible
write , you Just now, where, and
convocation first Monday in
Maia 67.
with whom I have passed my time
each month et Masonic
'
since I left you.
M. R
7:30 p. m.
Temple,
numerous
Tf
ATTORN
EY8.
notes
my
reached their
.- r.i Williams. H. P.. 'ha8. H.
destination, you know how deadly unGEORGE H. HUNKER
interesting the overland Journey was,
Sporleder, Secretary.
and how correspondingly enthusiastic
Law
Attorney at
I Became when George boarded the
Office: Veeder Block, La Vegas, New train at Sixteenth street. While cross
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
ing the tay we held a regular Harvard
Mexico.
Knights of Pythias
ending, as In ye olden
meet every Monday
times,' with an argument. 'Just like
evening in Castle
GEORGE E. MORRISON
you,' do I hear you say? What else
Hall, Visiting Knights
could be expected of two lawyers?
are cordially Invited.
Our argument was over where I was
J. P. SACKMAN
Civil Engineer and Surveyor
Chancellor Command
to live. As usual. Georee won- - for
er.
I preferred staying at a hotel,
Office: Wheeler Bldg. E. Las Vegas though
W. D. KENNEDY.
he' wouldn't listen to it. He said, as
and
Record
Keeper of
the senior member of the new law
Seal.
firm of Bell & Belmont, his wishes
were the first to be considered, and a
lot more nonsense, until I, as the
TIIOHMIILI ,
BALDT LODGE, NO. 77, FRATERjunior member of the aforesaid illustriOP AMERICA
NAL UNION
ous firm, conceded the point, and the
Me-tfirst and third Wednesday of
court adjourned to meet later at 1602
Floral Designs for Weddings,
each month at Fraternal Brother
Broadway George's residence where
Parties, Funerals, etc. Cut
I shall stay for the present. Already,
Flowers always on hand.
hood halL Chas. Trambley, F. M.;
in the two days I have been here,
Bertha C. Thornhlll, Secretary.
TREES PRUNED
AND
GARDENING
they've made me feel at home.
members cordially Invited.
"The Bells are a most interestine
attended to.
family, 'George you have met; Mrs.
L O. O. F.,
BBEKAH
LODGE,
George Is a
matronly'!
Phone Main 167. 506 Grand Ave.,
meets second and fourth Thursday
looking lady with a kind heart and
Bank.
San
Miguel
Opposite
charming manners; the two children
evenings ot each month at the I.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
a boy and. a girl are animated in0. O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Beckw,
points. Madge r Dargie
terrogation
V.
G.;
Delia
N. G.; Mrs.
Pep ard,
the guest is fair, petite, and rather
Ade-len- e
Mrs, j. F. Dalley, Secretary;
pretty under gaslight. As she and
Electricity as a Carrier.
Smith, Treasurer.
Dof s an electric current when pass- her mother are clients of George's,
or, as she kindly puts it, 'of ours,'
ing through a metal conductor cause the young woman's
may in
SECOND AND any transportation of particles? It Is terest you. EducatedhiBtory
. P. O. E. MEETS
in a convent.
well
known
so
that
does
in
the
it
each
fourth Tuesday
when 17 years old Miss Dargie mar
evenings
liquid conductors known as electro-month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting iytes; in fact, such a common opera- ried a worthless rake of a fellow In
to her mother's'
brothers are cordially invited. W. tion as electroplating depends entirely direct opposition
wishes. For , two years she led a
M. Lewis, exalted ruler; D. W. Conthis
action. To test the matter wretched existence. Six months
upon
ago
a recent experimenter passed an elec- she obtained a
don, secretary.
divorce, when, by a
tric current continuously for a whole decree of the court,
she resumed her
year through a conductor composed maiden name. Soon afterwards the
EASTERN STAR. ; REGULAR COM
alumiof
and
of
copper
partly
partly
renewed his' lovemaking.
fourth num,' the sections being pressed firmand
munlcation tecoud
To prevent a
Mrs. Dargie
month.
ly together. At the end of the year took her daughter away from Santa
Thursday evenings of each
All visiting brothers and sisters are they were taken apart and examined, Barbara, where all the Interested parnot the slightest trace of either ties reside, to some
.
cordially invited. Tars. Sarah A hut
springs in the
metal
was found in the other.
Mrs.
northern part of the state. There they
; Chaffin, worthy matron;
remained in comparative quiet bar
Seelinger, secretary.
ring the fact that a young man who
Telephone in the Alps.
was staying at the springs developed
The
has
robbed
the
telephont
NO.
Alpine
LODGE
L O. O. F., LAS VEGAS
a most persistent fondness for Miss
some
of
of
Two
tenors.
their
heights
"
4. meets every Monday evening at
Dargie's society until Mrs. Dargie
lost
their
on
way
Alpestrlans lately
fhair hall in Sixth street. All visit the great St. Bernard mountain. Wan was called home on business. Not
atr dering for hours in a fierce snowstorm wishing, under the circumstances, to
tag brethren cordially invited to W.
leave her daughter at the springs, Mrs.
C.
N.
G.;
Lewis,
they at last reached one of the newly-builtend. George
Dargie brought her to San Francisco,
the
erected
shelters
monks
by
Wertz,
V. G.;
McAlii-eher in George's
found
not
There they
only food and a where, after placing
secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; lamp but also a telephone connected care, she left for Santa Barbara, prom
to return in one week. That
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
with the hospice. They called up the ising
two weeks ago. George says,
monks and soon one of the brothers was
'Playing chaperon isn't what it Is
fRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,, NO. appeared accompanied by two St. cracked up to be.' I can see he is
conducted
men
and
the
Bernard
dogs
at
103, meets every Friday night
to the hospice where " they received tired of the "responsibility and will be
their hall in the Schmidt bsllding, the proper care. Many hots have been glad when the mother returns.
"But enough of this old woman's
west of Fountain Square, at eight built in exposed places and a number
cor-- ,
sweetheart, sweet
of lives have thus been saved.
gossip.
o'clock. Visiting members are
dreams. Now and forever, your
N. Cook., presJas.
welcome.
tially
"ROY."
Put New Blood Into Your Business.
ident; Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.
1901.
Feb.
"San
27,
Francisco,
My
The
professional adviser Dearest: How I
longed for you SatCOUNto
called
when
or
business
doctor,
COLUMBUS,
OF
KNIGHTS
urday not that my longing is intermeets second and examine a shrinking, declining bus- mittent, but that day I took a long
CIL No. 804,
finds
often
the
patient barely
iness,
fourth Thursday, O! R. C. hall. Pion- alive; the circulation being so slug walk out to the Presidio Heights
are
where a great many bouses are being
members
'Visiting
eer bldg.
gish that he can hardly find the pulse.
R. Tipton, In a desperate case like this he says built, and selected our home. That
W.
invited.
cordially
"You must put is, it shall be ours if you like it as well
to the proprietor:
G. K.; E. P. Mackel. F. S.
new blood into this business. There is as I do after seeing the plans. One
is that, as the house
no life in it Thero is nq energy, no great advantage
is not yet completed, you can make
f. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRDat push, no enterprise here. When your
own selections for the Interiorpatient gets as low as this one, there
Tuesday evenings each month,
finishing.
Visitto
HalL
do. let him
are only two things
.fraternal Brotherhood
"By the way, I've been proxying for
cordially Invited. die, or Infuse new blood into his veins
ing brothers
lately in the capacity of watch
George
Success
him."
resuscitate
to
and
C.
try
and
Jno Thornhlll, president; E.
dog
general utility man, much to
Magazine.
his secret amusement. George Is an
Ward, Secretary.
A. No. 1 fellow, but he has one fault
Forget What You Have Done.
No.'
he invari8XDMEN MEET IN FRATERNAL
Put a seal upon your lips and for he can't say to doInstead,
whatever
promises
ably
and
people
done.
second
After
have
you ask of him
Brotherhood ball every
get what you
and, when it suits him, as
has
love
after
stolen
kind,
been
the
at
have
eighth
fourth Thursday, sleep
turns the Job over to somewel- forth Into the world and done its beau-tif- invariably
one else. When I first arrived .he
run. Visiting brothers always
the
into
back
shade
go
work,
James R.
wigwam
come to tb
sympathies In
began by enlisting-magain and say nothing about it Love Miss
H.
Davis,
Waits
Dargie's behalf, gradually getting
Drummond.
sachem;
Lowe,
hides even from Itself.
into the habit of asking me to do this
ehief of record! and collector of
and that errand for her until presto!
Could Not Be Better.
wampum.
before I realized it I became the one
No one has eve made a salve, oint she asked favors of, not George. Conf. E. ROSENWALD Lodge No. 645, L ment, lotion or balm to compare with found him!
O. B. B. Meets every first Wednes- Bucklen's Arnica Salve. Its the one
"Truly It has been a long five weeks
the
vestry
in
my duty w ithout you, and I conmonth
doing
of
the
day
perfect healer, of cuts, corns, burns, fess I am not sorry that Mrs.
DougDargie
Monteflore,
room of Temple
sores, scalds, boils, ulcers, ec arrives this afternoon.
Visit- bruises,
street
sore
cold
Ninth
and
eyes,
For
rheum.
avenue
las
zema, salt
"You ask if the young man from
invited. sores, chapped hands its supreme. In
ing brothers are cordially
!.e springs is as much In evidence as
25 cents at all
J.
Bafebl
for
fallible
Only
piles.
Chas Greenclay, lreiidait;
over. More so; at least the.streaia of
druggists.
C. Raisin,
ertxy.
CHAPMAN

LODGE! NO. 1, A. F.
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post-morte-

J.

Horist

a

Vl's-itln- g

rosy-cheeke-
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candy, and rowers rms
flowed steadily on ever since his ar
rival in San Francisco. Mrs. George
says he is too nice a boy and too
much in love to be placed with and
then thrown aside; that's what she
thinks Miss Dargie is doing, and she
may be right, for there are numerous

Three Letters
and a Note

In
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TUESDAY,

Good-nigh-

f

ul

t,

mysterious telegrams and telephones
arriving daily.
"Mrs. Dargie has just arrived. I can
hear her now .in George's private
office. There's a perfect babel of
tongues. Every one seems to be talk
ing at once. I wish they'd leave me
out of it But they won't; Miss Dar
gies wants have become chronic.
What Is a man,, to do under the cir
cumstances? He can't be a boor.
George is calling me through the
speaking-tube- .
Dearest, that1 means
that I must say good-bfor this time,
and I haven't even said I iove you.
Now, as always, your
"ROY."
"San Francisco, Mar. 29, 1901.-5- Dearest: What did you imagine my
last letter meant? Surely the March
winds must have been playing sad
havoc with your fancy, for I never In
timated that I desired to control your
actions any more than you have or
ever will, I hope desire to control
mine. Why should I? We are both
free agents. Does the fact of the existence &f our engagement give either
one of us the right to pass judgment
upon the other? No; for, as individuals possessing differing personalities,
how can we grasp each other's point
of view? As lovers ah, that's a different story! Then, we forget and
.

y

forgive.
)
"You say, "Write me all about your
clients and cases.' Don't I, always?
My letters are so full of my work and
the people I am working for that sometimes I'm ashamed of them; still, I
ramble on, secure in the thought that
you will understand.
"For the past month, ever Since Mrs.

Dargie's return, neither she nor her
daughter has scarcely dared move
without consulting George. The last
few days have'been unusually exciting,
which accounts for the brief note I
wrote you Sunday. A friend telephoned from Santa Barbara stating
that Mr. Gray had started for San
Francisco, threatening to kill both
Mrs; Dargie and Madge. At that, Mrs.
Dargie asked George to inform the
chief of police, and the ladies' apartments at the Palace have since assumed some of the characteristics of
an army post. A ferret-eyeundersized detective does triple duty as
commandant, sentry and striker, while
the role of scout Is alternately filled
by George, the young rtran from the
springs, and myself when it can't be
helped. So far we haven't succeeded
in locating Mr. Gray, though we've had
all the trains from the south watched.
We think he didn't come; but the
ladles are positive he is in the city,
hiding, lying in wait for them.w Meanwhile the young man from the springs,
wEG is la fine fellow and desperately in
love, urges immediate marriage, pleating that If Madge is once his wife be
will have the right to protect her.
Mrs. Dargie. fearing a possible recon
ciliation between her daughter and
Mr. Gray, approves of the marriage
if it can be carried out the laws of
this state requiring one year to elapse
after divorce is granted before either
party can remarry but Madge ob
jects,
i

"I wan nailed awav lust then bv a
telenhone from Mrs. Dareie. She said
that George had found an old clergy
man friend who was willing to perform the ceremony they were to
charter a tuar and no out to sea if
only they could gain Madge's consent.
Would I come over at once to the
hotel and add my influence which
she was kind enough to say was con
siderableto theirs towards hastening
the marrlaee? How could I refuse?
Well, I went and found Mrs. Dargie
alone. She had grown thin and pale.
Somehow my manner must hav lold
her I was sorry for her. In that, and
that alone, before God, Edith, was 1
tn hiame for what followed. After we
had Bhaken hands briefly stated my
errand. Although she was extremely
nervous,' she did not speak until I had
finished; then she walked over to the
window and looked out for a moment.
When she turned so innocent, so
childlike, so helpless it made my
heart ache to see her.
" 'You say that my marriage will
simplify matters?" she asked. 'That
It will be best for me for my mother,
who has done so much for me? I
should do' as she wishes? That Is
your advice?
"I bowed affirmatively.
" 'Even if I don't love the man?' and
then, before I could answer, she added,
coming close, and gazing at me as if
she would look mc through and
through, Tf If it were you
"Edith, upon my honor, I never was
so at a loss for words. I couldn't
think. The only thing to do was to
come away.
"George, who has since joined me at
the office, says they found her In a
swoon. They didn't know what had
passed between us, but as she has
promised to marry the young man
from the springs day after
they think that I influenced her. Perhaps I did. I have told George that I
will not be a witness at the marriage
ceremony, but I did not tell him why.
'
"Oh, if you were only near me! If
ever I've needed you, it has been this
past month and now now, Edith!
' "ROY."
Why aren't you here?
"Hotel Rafael, Apr. 3, 1901. To
Miss Edith Ralston I enclose a newspaper clipping that will tell you all.
I don't know how it happened but It's
done. God .forgive me! I'm a brute!
Married at sea,' April 2, 1901, by Rev.

Mix two ounces of glycerine with
a half ounce of Virgin Oil of Pine
compound pure and a half pint of
straight whiskey. Shake well, and
take in doses of a teanpoonful every
four hours. This mixture possesses
the healing, healthful properties of
the Pines and will break a cold m 24
You have probably noticed that
hours and cure any cough that h
man who succeeds attends to
the
curable. In having this formula put
his business pretty steadily.
up, be sure that your druggist uses
the genuine Virgin Oil of Pine com
A Card.
pound pure, prepared and guaranteed
This
is
to
that all druggists
certify
only by the Leach Chemical Co., Clu are
to
authorized
refund
your money
clnnati, O.
if Foley's Honey and Tar falls to
cure your cough or cold. It stops the
Tern Reed's Insinuation.
cough, heals the lungs and prevents
Once when Thomas B. Reed was pneumonia and consumption. Con
with the late Senator Wolcott of Colo- tains no opiates. The genuine Is la
rado and Joseph Choate, Mr. Choate, a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer
when asked to take, a drink, Bald that and Red Cross Drug Co.
he neverdrank.never smoked to excess,
and never gambled in his life. WolA good deal of the freedom and
cott, who was a sinner in every one liberty in this land is of the imagof these lines, looked pathetically: at
Reed and said: "I wish I could say inary sort.
that." "Say it," said Reed; "Choate
The Bin Head
did."
is of two kind conceit and the big
No Heed Paid to Begging Letters.
head that comes from a sick headAs nearly as can be ascertained, the ache.
Does your head ever feel like
wealthy persons of New York city re- a gourd and your brain feel loose,
ceive 35,000 begging letters a day and sore? You can cure it In no
from strangers, and the writers stand time
by acting on your liver with
a better chance of finding money than Ballard's
Herblne.
Isn't it worth
in getting from them, for even the
for the absolute and certain
trying
most liberal of philanthropists do not relief
Center Block De- - .
youH get?
dispense their charity excepting ac- pot Drug Co.
cording to careful plans and after investigation.
The tiongesfc way irpund) is also
most expensive way there.
the
Wasteful Philanthropy.
"Buddie thinks he's done something
Trouble Makers Ousted.
awfully funny and smart," said his
mother, "but he hasn't. Look here!
Whn a sufferr from stomach trouble
He's taken all the buttons I had in my takes Dr. Kings New Life Pills he's
work basket, wrapped them up in pa mighty glad to see his dyspepsia and
per and thrown them down to the lit- indigestion fly, but more is he tickled
tle Dutch band In the court to make over lis new, fine appetite, strong
them think they were pennies. It nerves, healthy vigor, all because
makes me tired. There were about a stomach, liver and kidneys now work:
dollar's worth of buttons there."
right. 25c at all druggist3. i

;

Thoughtful Child.
They are considerate youngsters in
England, as most people know. A liti
tie boy whose grandmother had just
died wrote the following letter, which
he duly posted: "Dear Angels: .We
have sent you grandma. Please give
d
her a harp to play, as' she is
and can't blow a trumpet"
.
London
short-winde-

Tit-Bits-

California. Boston and
"ROYAL BELMONT."

A
use.

'

daehy" man is never of much

Hoarseness, bronchitis and other
throat troubles are quickly cured by
Foley's Honey and Tar as it' soothes
and heals the Inflamed throat and
bronchial tubes and the most obstinate cough disappears. Insist upon

having the genuine Foley's Honey
and Tar. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.

V

If you read it In The Optic It's so.

EM 51 Slimmer

Rate East

Daily June 1st to Sept 30th, Inc. 1909.

Faro Forltha Hssuad Trip
.

..

... ... . $tt.QO
Pueblo, Colo. -'- . ;
...... .'. . . . .$13.70
Colorado Springs-............- .
Denver .'. .... ... ...................... .', . . ,.$16.60
......$31.30
Kansas City, mo
... $40.30
St. Louis . .. ..i.
.
f
$46.30
Chicago, III
Final return limit October 31st 1909
For information regarding: other points,
stops overs, Ect, please enquire at

i

ticket office.
D. L. BATCHELOR,
Agent.

Summer's Call!
Do You Hear It?
Doesn't the waking: season arouse thoughts of tumbling:
surf , placid lakes, mountain climbing, the quest for the
elusive fish, the gay life of the resorts, of riding, golfing,
automobile trips; or create a yearning for indulgence in
your own particular pastime?
If you hear it, heed it.

Where Should You Go?
Choose from among the following:
Colorado,

California,
Yosemite Valley,
The
Alaska-Yukon-Paci-

.

Santa Barbara,

.

YOUR COUCH

'

Abel Abercrombie, Royal D. Belmont of
New York city, to Margaret Dargts of

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the Best
on the Market
- "I have used Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy and find it the best cn the
market," sayB E. W Tardy, editor of
The Sentinel, Gainsboro, Tenn. "Our
baby bad several colda the past winter
and Chamberlain's Cough Remedy always gave It relief at once and cured
it in a short time. I always recom
mend it when opportunity presents it
)
self." For sale by all dealers.

TRY THIS FOB

, The

Orand Canyon,
The Northwest,
Exposition.

Los Angeles, San Diego and Return, $37.95
San Francisco, $45.00
For the same trip one way via Portland and Seattle, 160.00. '
Tickets on sale May 6 to 13, inclusive; June 1 and 2; June 21 to
July 10, inclusive; and July 27 to August 6, inclusive.
Final limit October 31, 1909. Liberal stopover privileges.
Slightly higher fares on other dates during the summer.

Santa Fe service and the famous meals by Harvey. Could
more be desired?

1

V!

PN
1

Plan now. llead up about the country
and its attractions. Get free folders issued
account the Elks meetings; the N. E. A.;
Colorado; the great Exposition, the Grand
Canyon, and elsewhere.
D. L. BATCHELOR, Agent
Las Vegas, N. M.
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McComuck IVIowmg Machine

Sweet and Delicious

,

Coselwlla Valley

LUDVIG IViw. ILFELD, Dridso

"

"

"

"

"

"

$2.75,
3.50,
4 00,

v

COOPS

DRY

reduced to

!.

STOSE
:.

$ 1.CO
t.SO

2.28

and $4.50, reduced to
"
5.50, and 6.00,
"
.r
6.25,

"
"
'!
"
"
" 10.00,
....sv....
Black Voil Skirts which ware sold at $7.50, go in this tale at
Black Voil Skirts $8.00, now...

We also carry a full line of knives and repairs for all machines.

V

'famous

,"
"

Price $55.00

the

Grown.' 120 feet below Sea level in

Skirts now

All
"

Since the world's fair held in London in 1851, the McCORMICK
has remained first in international leadership. They are the
farmers choice today in every
civilized corner of the globe.

EXCLUSIVE

3.SO

3.78
7.00
8OP
6.00

Ctrcet.

.

Fine Flavor, Good Size,

mm.

Usual dance at F. B. hal,
night by Mrs. Ed O'Briea.

KvJn

A fine rain is said to have fallen
n
attor- on the Belden
Neill B. Field, the
place, ten miles east
ney, is reported seriously ill at his of the city, Saturday night Further
home in Albuquerque.
east the rainfall amounted to an inch
and a half.
FOR SALE Good, fresh cow. 92S
Columbia ave.
Troop r A will drill at the armory
tonight. Every mad on the rpll book
Order yonr cream from T. T. Turn must be present or he will be sent
er.
for. Regular drills from now until
encampment will be held.
Charles Melbourne hasfdisposed of
a
in the Lobby restauIn the local baseball games Sunday
rant to P. E. Cbnus, of Kansas City, the Santa Fes defeated, the
Gehrings
and left the city for Enid, Okla
by a score of 25 to 7 and the married
men won the game from the single
Always hot water at Nolette barber men, the' score standing 39 to 22

at

LEVY,

193

and 194

Use Our

; iUUUEIIil.
Mattresses
SLEEP INDUCING.

ABSOLUTELY SANITARY.
SOLD
AT

$5.00

f

H

The Santa Fe Railway companhas
made a Fourth of July rate ef one
the West eide Sunday afternoon, at fare for the round
trip between all
the early age of 18 years. She was
points in New Mexico, tickets to be
the daughter of Francjsco Armijo.
on sale from July 2- - to 5, inclusive.

4

Juanita Armijo died at her home

(EL

Agents.

.

ALL COTTON

AND
UP

J. C. Exclusive
Johnsen.
Local

shop.

IT

1

The Celebrated

half-intere-

H

Sixth Street.

well-know-

The Store That's Always Bosy
Phones Main

Successor to HEftftY

are six different ways of adding and
the carriage attached to the intricate
machine carries paper of any size.

LOCAL NEWS.

Son

on

H. O.BROWN TRADING CO.,
DEALERS IN
ALFALFA. HAY and GRAIN,
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS?

,

Fraternal Brotherhood will give
O. A. Larrazolo, of Las Vegas, is a
social dance, Friday evening, July 2 member of the board of control of
the
Get Our Prices before buying.
r,
Admission 25 cents, including refresh Association of San
;
Migue.1 which has
Bridge Street.
Phone Maiu 85
t
ments.
just been organized at Santa Fe and
Dr. WTR. Tipton and Filadelfo Baca
The Ladies' Altar Society of the are members of the committee on conEast side will give a social In the O. stitution and
R. C. hall Thursday night, June 24.
Admission 25 cents Including
C. H. Nichols, who for years has
been an oc casional business visitor to
FUME and WORRY
Las Vegaa, has returned to his home
Frank Manzanares, a Las Vegas in Trinidad, Colo., from
this hot weather
Princeton, N.
young man who would seem to be J., where he
recently witnessed the
'
about
getting on well in the world at Fort imposing ceremony when, his
younger
Sumner, N. M., has just hauled the son, Herbert, graduated from the unilast load of his first cutting of alfal- versity in that city.
fa to that town. , The average price
received was over ?20 per ton4
"W, M. Johnson, a former resident of
Kid,
Wagon Mound, has taken the contract
Veetf,
Among the recent sojourners at the to unload and store 1,000,000 pounds
Rociada mountain resort were Jqb. L. of cement for the Navajo
Ribs,
ditch at
Matt, of near Las Vegas-- and John Hogback, in San Juan county.
;
Mr.
Doane, a mine inspector from. Trini Johnson now makes
his
home at
'
Colo.
They have, returned Farmlngton, N. M., where he is sai4
dad,
home to accompany their, families to to be
OR
thriving like the
proverbial
Rociada to' spend several weeks fish- green
bay tree.
ing. Frank Cutler is also a sojourner
at Rociada for a week or ten days.
has
Attorney Harry S. Bowman
gone to Ocate, Mora county, on a last
'
GROCER AND BUTCHER,
A Burroughs adding machine has visit to his parents in that town beWben You Cau Phone
t
just been added to the office of Grots, fore going to Clovis, N. M.. and en
Phone 144 and 145
&
Co., in this city, at a cost of tering the practice of his? profession
Kelly
$500.
It was made specially to order there. Mr. Bowman was examined
for this firm and it is almost human for admission to the bar in New York.
Sherwood Rye, served direct from
in the work it does, making not only He passed a creditable examination the barrel at the Opera bar.
"THE COFFEE MAN"
straight additions, but adding special and was admitted to the New Mexico
columns In particular invoices. There bar on a certificate from New York.
'
Straight Guggenheim rye served For Fresh
Goods Every Bay
over the bar at the ' Antlers.
They art telling' a good joke on M.
M. Sundt, the local contractor.
It is
said that yesterday Mr. Sundt thought
he would try the motorcycle of Prof.
Jesbe Nusbaum. After Mr. Nusbaum
started him off, Mr. Sundt couldn'
'
get the machine stopped. He called
2,000 lbs or more each delivery 20c per hundred
for help and fortunately, Prof. Nus..
.
1 AAA - - " AAA 1 1
baum managed to overtake him an a
uc
i,wv iu 4,wu ids.
will
,
200 to 1,000 lbs. "
(
Kbicycle and bring the motorcycle un
40c
der control. The incident tojk place
50 to 200 lbs.
(I
50c
on Grand avenue and created considt
Less than 50 lbs.
"
75c
erable excitement. - .,

Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of FEED

Best Meot in the City

'

Don't Fretf

Papeii's
:

;

Beef,

Pork.
Lamb,

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone

13L

BAKING

BREAD,
PIES

Spare

Sausage,

Hams,

A Simple Test

Bacon.

John 1. Papcn,

If you want to know whether you are destined to be a success or failure financially,
you can easily find out.

Can You Save

Money?

If you

can persistently lay aside a certain
portion of ypur savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about you being a success
'
financially.
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depository for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.

Boucher's

,

Lunch

The First National Bank.
OF LAS VEGAS.

THE HYGEIA ICE

Baskets

NEW MEXICO.

CAPITAL and SUKPLU8 $130,000.00.

MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER

PRICES:

J-

that

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
, HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
Cashier.
Ass't Cashier.

protect your

"
"
CRYSTAL ICE! CO..

Picnic Dinner,;
L

MONEY SAVED-

from

VJo fJovo

Fine

iOO
"'

j
4
I
I
.f

Li

Cr--

'

Li

.

v

'

'

LJ hJ C.

'

"

J

C

Grocer.
"

Boy'FIoprs TOe

j

nJ

Crcscrss, DisZicr mnd Dsksra

KJ

fi

J

'

,

i

iii ii

fjl

ii

Weather Prices
ON

2 Piece Suits

-

STEARHS,

-

:',3 irt

'V

H.
'

Give ism your order
Phono, Main 13

my

The best draft beer in the city. At
The Lobby, of course.

I.
'

at

We have them in all
sizes,

Fiats native VczL

No fishing will be allowed

Dost.

'

Kansas City and llatlvo
Cccf and! Llutton

FISHING.

NO
,

McGuIre & Webb

Phone Main 227

ot

Seventh street.

Sunny Brook ranch, formerly known
as Harvey's lower ranch.
T. T, TURNER.

Foot Main St
.f.ummmmKmaqgm

623

,

and

-

i

"

Insects

D. W. CONDON

v,,-..- .

206.

LAS VEGAS LIGHT & POWER CO.

Free from Slate or Slack

'"

TRIAL
We want to loan you an electric
flat iron on 30 days', trial. Phone Main

Flies,

;

V

...,..,..

ON

-

On Domestic Coal. Best Screened Raton Egg, $4.75
per ton just what you want for cooking,

Pbone Main SI

CAKES

-

FOR RENT Good pasture with plen-tof good water. Mrs Green.

y

Finch's Golden Wedding 'Rys, agea
in the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Mil
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Op?ra bar. Served from bar"
rels on th oar."

Tfiey Are Cfiedp.

The $15.00 Kind, for
$9.00
12 CO Kind, for.. .. 7.50
" 1 2.00 Kind, for
7.00
" 10.OO Kind, for ......... 6.0O
O.OO Kind, for ...... 5.00
7.50 Kind, for ....... 4.00

So

It's Up to You,

1f-

i

.

Carnations, 50 dozen.
JSweet Peas, 50c hundred.
"
Daisies, 50c hundred.

,as Vegas .reterKous&s
PERRY ONION. Prop. Phone Main 276

-la

Th
M.

KEEP KOOL

fill

'1111

Y

If,

Boston Clothleg Ilcnse

GR.EENBERGER,
Proprietor.

(SEE TINDOV DISPLAY.)

wicHACis-sTrn-

m

riNE CLOTHINQ

